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Summary 
The cognitive-linguistic processes of spelling development in Malay were tracked 
longitudinally using Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon’s (2004) literacy 
development model as a theoretical framework for the relationships amongst receptive 
vocabulary, working memory and phonological awareness; also, Seymour’s Dual-
Foundation model was used to separate lexical-orthographic and sublexical-phonological 
processes.  
The main objective of this study was to examine spelling development, before and 
after formal instruction, to determine the independent contribution of phonological grain 
size (phoneme and syllable) over time. The second objective was to examine whether 
different working memory components would predict different types of spelling errors, 
and whether these spelling errors change over time as a function of formal instruction. 
Using a 6-month longitudinal design, the relative contribution of short term 
memory (STM), working memory (WM), phonological awareness, and letter knowledge 
to kindergarten children’s (N=64, aged 5-6 years) emergent spelling abilities in Malay 
was examined.  Single-word spelling ability was coded using Treiman and Bourassa’s 
(2001) scale with separate scores for phonological and orthographic approximations in 
addition to the composite spelling score and over all accuracy. 
 Hierarchical regression analyses of concurrent achievements (Time 1 and Time 2), 
and growth (from Time 1 to Time 2) revealed that orthographic, phonological and 
composite spelling scores depend on different cognitive-linguistic abilities.  For 
composite spelling scores, phoneme awareness predicted achievement at Time 1 and 
Time 2 while syllable awareness predicted spelling achievement at Time 2 and spelling 
 vii
growth. Also, lexical/orthographic processing was significantly better than 
sublexical/phonological processing after formal instruction. However, no STM or WM 
effects were found although there were some significant correlations.  Unlike English, 
Malay is a shallow alphabetic orthography, and these results suggest that different grain 
size have different roles in spelling achievement and spelling growth as a function of 
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Emergent Spelling Development in Malay 
 
Learning to read and spell is a complex and often long process especially in English 
(Seymour, Aro, & Erskine, 2003).  These literacy skills are critically important for academic 
achievement and they depend upon a wide range of cognitive-linguistic processes including 
oral language and memory, as well as phonological awareness (see Rayner, Foorman, 
Perfetti, Pesetsky, & Seidenberg, 2001, for review). Individual differences in these 
underlying cognitive-linguistic abilities influence the way in which beginners process 
information relevant to reading and spelling acquisition.  It is not clear whether reading and 
spelling skills develop in parallel (e.g., Ehri, 1997) or bootstrap each other in stages (e.g., 
Frith, 1985), but pre-readers’ spelling errors have provided insights into the relative 
importance of different cognitive-linguistic processes for normal literacy development in 
English (e.g., Brown & Ellis, 1994; Read, 1975; Treiman, 1993).  This work on errors has led 
to an interest in the relationship between speech and literacy (Treiman, Cassar & Zukowski, 
1994; Treiman, Goswami, Tincoff & Leevers, 1997). In the long term, this line of research is 
likely to have pedagogical applications as well as theoretical implications because spelling 
difficulties are indicative of greater risk for dyslexia and specific language impairment 
(Larkin & Snowling, 2008; Treiman, 1997).    
The main aim of this thesis is to identify the cognitive-linguistic skills that contribute to 
the emergent spelling in Malay, a much shallower orthography than English (see Rickard 
Liow & Lee, 2004).  In particular, the changing contributions of different cognitive-linguistic 
components to the emergent spelling sophistication were  examined across the 6-month 
period when a cohort of aged 5 to 6 years Malay-speaking children first begin to benefit from 
formal instruction in kindergarten. 
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1. Models of Spelling Development 
Thus far, much more is known about the cognitive-linguistic processes that underlie 
reading than those that underlie spelling but some mirroring of early decoding and encoding 
skills (e.g., Ehri, 1997) seems likely for alphabetic orthographies, even though 
kindergarteners have limited exposure to print. For this reason, a multidimensional model 
similar to that proposed by Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, and Scanlon (2004) for reading in 
English (see Figure 1) will be used as a framework for investigating the cognitive-linguistic 
processes involved in learning to spell in Malay. Before describing in detail the main 
components of this model and how the relevant cognitive-linguistic processes could influence 
emergent spelling in Malay, the findings on literacy acquisition in English will be reviewed.  
1.1. Phases of Spelling Development in English  
 Read (1975) pioneered the work on emergent spelling based on error analyses. 
Subsequent researcher (e.g., Gentry, 1982; Henderson, 1985) have suggested that the process 
of learning to spell develops in five phases (see also Bowman & Treiman, 2002; Brown & 
Ellis, 1994; Treiman, 1993): 
(1) Pre-communicative or Logographic Phase. This involves a visual strategy and 
seems to reflect the way children’s print identification is based on the visual distinctiveness 
of letters, especially double letters, during early reading. 
(2) Semiphonetic or Partial Alphabetic Phase.  This involves spelling by letter names 
(see also Ehri, 1986). Children at this phase realize that words can be segmented and be 
represented by different letters.  Their emergent phonetic representations allow partial 
success in spelling because some letters do match the sound of the target word, (e.g., “you” is 
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(3) Phonetic or Alphabetic Phase.  This phase has been emphasized by Byrne (1991 &1998) 
and many others (e.g., Ehri, 1997; Frith, 1985; Snowling, 1994). It involves the emergence of 
alphabetic knowledge where children demonstrate basic understanding of letter-sound relationships 
and they start to spell in a more systematic manner.  This phase is thought to be critical for normal 
reading and spelling in English (see Rayner et al.., 2001 for a review).   
(4) Transitional Phase.  This phase has been reached when children become more familiar 
with the basic conventions of the orthography and begin to use semantic knowledge in the process 
of spelling. By this phase the number of illegal letter strings (e.g., <CKUT>) and letter-name 
spellings (e.g., <R> for “are”) decline.  
(5) Consolidated Orthographic Phase. This final phase involves the integration of 
orthographic and alphabetic knowledge to provide a foundation for lexical processing supported by 
sublexical knowledge.   
Individual differences in children’s underlying cognitive-linguistic abilities mean that these 
five phases are not tied to specific age-ranges. Moreover, transitions will be influenced both by 
formal instruction (Duncan, Seymour & Hills, 1997; Mann & Foy, 2003; Rayner et al.., 2001) and 
the depth of the orthography being learned (see Durgunoglu & Oney, 1999; Ziegler & Goswami, 
2005, for a review).  
In this thesis, and in other research on emergent spelling (e.g., Ouellette & Senechal 2008; 
Treiman & Bourassa, 2000), the basic premise is that the qualitative changes in the nature of 
children’s spelling errors, as well as quantitative changes in overall spelling accuracy, are 
attributable to the increasing sophistication of the cognitive-linguistic representations relevant to 
literacy.  However, the five discrete phases summarized above for English might not be appropriate 
for Malay and other shallow alphabetic orthographies with different task demands.  Seymour’s 
(1997; Seymour & Duncan, 2001) Dual-Foundation Model (see Figure 2) is less phase-oriented and 
seems better able to accommodate individual differences in the underlying cognitive-linguistic 
processing, as well as probable differences in the task demands across orthographies. 
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1.2. Seymour’s Dual Foundation Model 
Seymour’s (1997) model comprises five basic processing modules rather than phases (see 
Figure 2), and the Logographic Recognition and Storage and the Alphabetic Process constitute the 
Dual Foundation to form the orthographic framework. 
(1) Logographic Recognition and Storage Module. This module involves the processing of 
whole-words and relies on visually familiar forms.  The development of the Orthographic 
Framework (see below) builds representations by extracting and internalizing information from 
words that share similar onset-rime combinations.  For example, encountering cat, mat, bat, pat and 
other words that share the same rime would allow the orthographic framework to internalize an 
orthographic pattern. This module differs from the alphabetic module in that phonological 
organization is not required beyond segmenting spoken speech into lexical items. 
(2) Alphabetic Process.  This module provides a pillar for the development of orthographic 
knowledge based on phonological processing. It involves the application of detailed phoneme-
grapheme conversion rules and operates in conjunction with the Linguistic Awareness module.  In 
English, which has a deep alphabetic orthography, these rules are complex and the spelling of many 
words is unpredictable. In Malay, which has a very shallow alphabetic orthography, the rules are 
much simpler and the speech to grapheme relationship is highly predictable.   
 (3) Linguistic Awareness Module.  This is where information on the phonological structure of 
words is accumulated as a result of exposure to the oral language. It is distinct from the logographic 
module because it entails isolating phonemes in speech (rather than words) and then identifying 
graphemes sequentially to assemble a spelling response.   
(4) Orthographic Framework. This framework is conceptually similar to the Consolidated 
Orthographic Phase described by previous researchers (e.g., Ehri, 1997; Frith, 1985).  It is the store 
for abstractions of orthography and is developed from the dual contributions of the logographic 
recognition module (word-specific representation) and the alphabetic process. The orthographic
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framework represents both the general and the specific relationship between orthography and 
phonology of lexical items, and allows identification and production of regular and irregular words 
(and nonwords). In the emergent phase of spelling skills examined in this thesis, children are not 
likely to be able to draw upon the orthographic framework much, but it is relevant to the spelling of 
older Malay children (Rickard Liow & Lee, 2004). 
(5)  Morphographic Framework.  Following adequate development of the orthographic 
framework, the morphographic framework facilitates spelling of morphemically complex words. 
Again, it is not directly relevant to this thesis but for older children, the morphographic framework 
forms around syllabic entities and their combinations, and it interacts with logographic recognition 
and linguistic awareness modules, as well as the orthographic framework (Seymour, 1997).  
To summarize, Seymour (1997) distinguishes between a lexical (word-level) foundation 
which is memory-based and involves visual-logographic processing, and a sublexical (subword-
level) foundation which is rule-based and involves phonological processing of phonemes, onset-
rimes, and/or syllables.  Both components are necessary for normal spelling development in English 
and they are seen as working together, rather than in separate phases, to build an optimal 
orthographic framework. This is because the relationship between phonology and orthography is 
unpredictable for many words in deep alphabetic orthographies, such as English, (e.g., “yacht” is 
not spelled as <yot>). Encoding from speech sounds, held in the speller’s verbal short-term memory 
during single-word dictation tasks and free writing, is critical for  spelling new words effectively 
(e.g., de Jong, 2006; Jalil & Rickard Liow, 2008). 
  Besides accommodating individual differences observed in unilingual English-speaking 
children, the flexibility embodied in Seymour’s model makes it useful for investigating the 
differential use of specific cognitive-linguistic processes by English Second Language learners, (see 
Rickard Liow & Lau, 2006 on ESL bilinguals).  More importantly for this thesis, a model with 
simultaneous (rather than sequential) lexical and sublexical acquisition is useful for exploring the 
relative importance of visual and phonological processing for early spelling in orthographies that 
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are different from English. Seymour et al. (2003) compared 5-to-6 years-old children’s reading 
acquisition in English to that of age-matched children learning one of the 12 European languages 
that differ in terms of orthographic depth and syllabic complexity (to be discuss in detail later). 
They found that children learning to read shallower orthographies with relatively simple syllabic 
structures (e.g., Finnish, Greek, Italian, and Spanish) acquired decoding skills more rapidly than 
children learning deep orthographies with more complex syllabic structures (e.g., English, Danish).  
Seymour et al. (2003) suggested that deeper orthographies induce the development of a dual 
(logographic/lexical and alphabetic/sublexical) foundation and that integration of the two modules 
into an orthographic framework is a lengthy process for English-speaking children.   
The orthography and phonology of Rumi Malay is described in greater detail later. Briefly, 
the orthography is very shallow with mostly simple consonant-vowel (CV) or consonant-vowel-
consonant (CVC) syllables.  For this reason, the cognitive-linguistic demands for early spelling in 
Malay may be similar to those observed for children learning languages with shallow orthographies 
such as Finnish or Greek. For example,  Leppanen, Niemi, Aunola, and Nurmi’s (2006) longitudinal 
study of Finnish children showed that reading and spelling development were reciprocal and both 
were predicted by phonological awareness (i.e., the children’s ability to segment words and 
manipulate sounds, described later). A second longitudinal study of Finnish children’s reading 
ability before first grade showed that mastery of vocabulary and inflections differentiated emergent 
and precocious readers from nonreaders (Silven, Poskiparta, & Niemi, 2004; Silven, Poskiparta, 
Niemi, & Voeten, 2007).  However, Tafa and Manolitsis’ (2008) longitudinal study of Greek 
children showed that precocious readers performed better than non-precocious readers on 
phonological awareness tasks in kindergarten, but the difference diminished by the end of the first 
grade. These results suggest the advantage of better phonological awareness may be transitory in 
shallow orthographies, perhaps because the phoneme-grapheme rules are easier to learn and 
internalize than those in English. However, Aidinis and Nunes (2001) found that explicit 
phonological awareness (children aged 5 to7 years) at the syllable level was more important in 
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learning to spell Greek. In sum, vocabulary and phonological awareness were expected to influence 
Malay spelling, which is also a shallow orthography. However, it was unclear which grain size (i.e., 
phoneme or syllable) would be more important in Malay spelling, or whether phoneme awareness 
had a transitory advantage in Malay spelling. 
A thorough examination of the relative importance of phoneme and syllable awareness to 
spelling development is one of the main themes in this thesis. The research on Finnish and Greek 
children,  in addition to  Seymour et al.’s (2003) mega-study, suggests that Malay’s shallow 
orthography and simple syllable structures will promote the development of phonological 
awareness, perhaps for syllables as well as phonemes, and thereby influence early spelling skills. 
Moreover, the contrast between Malay and the much deeper English orthography provides an 
opportunity to explore which kinds of cognitive-linguistic processing are driven by language-
specific demands.  
To explore the differences and similarities across shallow and deep orthographies in more 
detail, a generic model of spelling development was developed (see Figure 1). As noted earlier, 
Vellutino et al.’s (2004) model of early reading skills in English was chosen and adapted for early 
spelling skills. The main changes in the model were the inclusion of Seymour’s (1997) lexical and 
sublexical processes for building orthographic knowledge, and for the contribution of temporary 
memory processes, a distinction was made between four components – verbal and visual short-term 
memory (STM); verbal and visual working memory (WM) (see Alloway & Gathercole, 2006; 
Pickering, 2006 a & b). 
The cognitive-linguistic processes used by Malay-speaking children during the early stages of 
spelling development were investigated using this new model (shown in Figure 1), and a fine-
grained analysis of errors based on a  scale adapted from Treiman and Bourassa’s (2000) scoring 
system for English. More specifically, the relative contribution of the various cognitive-linguistic 
skills (shown in bold typeface in Figure 1) to both spelling achievement, over a 6-month period at 
Time 1 and Time 2, and spelling growth which occurs before and after the influence of systematic 
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literacy instruction were assessed. The following section describes each of these cognitive-linguistic 
processing components in more detail, and how their relative contributions over the six-month 
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2. Cognitive-Linguistic Processes in Emergent Spelling 
2.1. Permanent Memory Processes. 
Permanent or long-term memory (LTM) processes include linguistic coding processes and 
knowledge, and lexical and sublexical coding and knowledge.  LTM processes interact with the 
temporary memory processes (visual and verbal STM and WM) during language and literacy 
development (Baddeley, Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998; Vellutino et al., 2004). When children are 
learning to spell, temporary memory processes are used to encode, store, manipulate, and retrieve 
different types of information from the LTM subunits.  During the emergent spelling phase, the 
nature of children’s errors will reveal which kinds of information they employ when transcribing 
speech to writing (e.g., Treiman, 1993; Jalil & Rickard Liow, 2008).  Moreover, as they practice 
reading and spelling skills, it seems likely that the relationships between the many cognitive-
linguistic components may change and strengthen the connective bonds between the requisite STM 
and LTM processes (Baddeley, 2003 & 2007; Pickering, 2006 a & b).  
2.1.1. Linguistic Coding Processes and Knowledge involves the acquisition of speech 
(phonology), vocabulary (semantics and morphology) and generic language skills (syntax and 
pragmatics). They are facilitated by coding, storing, and retrieving information to provide 
phonological representations.  For emergent spelling, phonological coding refers to the process of 
transforming speech codes to words, or word parts, in written form (graphemes). Vocabulary skill is 
a strong predictor of early literacy (Scarborough, 1980; Silven et al., 2004; 2007; Vellutino et al., 
2004) because it is important for the formation of abstract phonological representations (Baddeley 
et al., 1998).  Spelling involves encoding spoken speech by segmenting and converting phonemes to 
graphemes. Therefore the phonological representations underpinning vocabulary and encoding are 
critical for literacy.  Learning words such as cat, mat, and pat allow children to build an abstraction 
of /at/ in their representations. These stored abstractions in LTM support redintegration during 
spelling (Jalil & Rickard Liow, 2008).  Redintegration is the verbal STM process that facilitates 
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recovery of partially decayed representations by comparing their trace to known words (lexical 
items) stored in LTM (see also Baddeley et al., 1998; Pickering, 2006b).  
2.1.2. Other Linguistic Factors Involved in Emergent Spelling. There are two main ways in 
which the linguistic structure of individual words can influence reading acquisition: orthographic 
depth and syllable complexity (Caravolas, 2006; Frost, Katz & Bentin, 1987; Seymour et al., 2003; 
Ziegler & Goswami, 2005).   
2.1.2.1. Orthographic depth. This refers to the mapping between letter(s) and sound(s) for 
reading, and sound(s) and letter(s) in spelling. Thus the degree of correspondence (or transparency) 
between the graphemes and phonemes of a language allows a distinction to be made between deep 
and shallow orthographies. An essential process for learning about grapheme-phoneme and 
phoneme-grapheme correspondences is called phonological recoding.  Share (1995) argued that 
phonological recoding can be used as a special kind of self-teaching device during literacy 
acquisition especially if the orthography to be learned provides a reasonably straightforward and 
unambiguous mapping connection (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005).   
2.1.2.2. Syllable Complexity. This is the other linguistic variable affecting literacy 
acquisition and, broadly speaking, it maps onto the distinction between syllable structures in 
Romance and Germanic languages. The majority of Romance languages have open simple CV 
syllables with minimum initial or final consonant clusters (e.g., Spanish and Italian) whereas the 
majority of Germanic languages have complex syllable structures with numerous closed CVC 
syllables, and complex consonant clusters in both onset and coda position: CCVCC  (e.g., German, 
Danish, and English). 
According to Seymour et al. (2003), both orthographic depth and syllable complexity affect 
the rate of literacy acquisition in European languages (see also Ziegler & Goswami, 2005, on grain 
size). English is the most difficult orthography for beginner readers because the orthography-
phonology relationship is deep and syllables are complex, whereas Finnish, Greek, Spanish and 
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Italian are easy orthographies for beginner readers due to their relatively simple and their syllable 
structures.  
2.1.3. Lexical Knowledge/Logographic Processes describes the storage of whole words 
(spoken and written). They are usually referred to as the phonological and orthographic lexicons 
respectively.  These lexicons develop rapidly in the first few years of formal literacy instruction in 
school but may play a more limited role during pre-readers’ early spelling development.  
2.1.4. Sublexical Knowledge/Alphabetic Processing comprises the abstract representation of 
letter sounds and includes two main abilities: letter knowledge (letter names and sounds) and 
phonological awareness.  
2.1.4.1. Letter Knowledge is one of the main factors influencing early literacy skills (Rayner 
et al., 2001). During dictation tasks, emergent spellings typically involve responses with letters that 
resemble the most salient sound (such as the initial and/or final phonemes in a word) of the target 
words (Ehri, 1986; Seymour, 1997; Treiman, 1993; Treiman, Sotak, & Bowman, 2001).  This 
spelling ability clearly involves knowledge of letter names and sounds, and both provide essential 
information about connections between the spoken and the written word.   
For English-speaking children, there is some evidence that the influence of letter knowledge 
on spelling depends on the target word’s phonological structure (Caravolas, Hulme, & Snowling, 
2001; McBride-Chang, 1999; Treiman et al., 2001).  Bowman and Treiman (2002) showed that 
phonemes that closely match letter names and sounds often become a bridge for spelling,  for 
example, knowing the letter name <t> or <d> allows children to relate its name to words that have 
matching phonemes such as  “team” and “deal” because the entire name of the letters can be heard 
in these words; knowing the letter sounds <t> or <d> allow children to relate its sound to words that 
have matching phonemes such as  “tame” and “dial” because the entire sound of the letters can be 
heard in these words (see Treiman et al., 2002).  
Following Bowman and Treiman’s (2002) suggestion that use of letter names is stronger 
than the use of letter sounds in young children’s (aged 4-5 years) spelling, in the present study, the 
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influence of letter name and letter sound knowledge will be assessed separately at Time 1 and Time 
2 to check what changes might accrue as a result of formal instruction. 
2.1.4.2. Phonological Awareness is the second type of sublexical knowledge and it refers to 
the child’s metalinguistic sensitivity and understanding that speech consists of different 
phonological units (implicit phonemes and onset-rimes units, as well as explicit syllable units) and 
how these units can be subdivided, combined and manipulated within and across linguistic 
structures.  The development of phonological awareness is based on phonological representations 
(Foy & Mann, 2001) and plays a critical role in literacy acquisition (Rayner et al., 2001).  
Alphabetic coding skills are closely related to phonological awareness because they are based on 
the principle that sounds (phonemes) can be mapped on letter(s) (graphemes) in a systematic 
manner.  The nature of the relationship between phonology and orthography is language-specific 
but alphabetic coding itself depends on letter knowledge (Treiman, 1993; Treiman et al., 2001).   
Phonological awareness is the single best predictor of spelling achievement (Caravolas et 
al., 2001; Lundberg, Olofsson, & Wall, 1980; Perfetti, 1997; Treiman & Bourassa, 2000) because it 
reflects speech processing ability as well as the manipulation of sounds. Better phonological 
perception of spoken language initially enhances the quality of phonological representations and 
this leads to better phonological awareness (Gillon, 2004), and ultimately proficient spelling.   
The optimal size of phonological units in literacy acquisition is still a matter of debate (see 
Goswami 2002a for a review); the ability to operate at different levels (syllable, onset-rime, and 
phoneme) during development seems important for English (Seymour, 1997) but may vary across 
different alphabetic orthographies.  Typically, preschool children are aware of the coarser syllable 
units in emergent spelling.  Treiman (1993) showed that English-speaking children (aged 4 to 5 
years) use letter names as syllables, (e.g., <c> for “see”).  Later, often after formal instruction in 
middle school (see Goswami & Bryant, 1990), they subsequently acquire the ability to manipulate 
phonemes. However this progression from syllable to phoneme may be subject to language-specific 
demands.  Interestingly, when the target language has a simple CV structure and can be analysed in 
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terms of coarse units such as syllables (see Rickard Liow & Lee, 2003), less implicit metalinguistic 
awareness may be needed for identifying salient intra-syllabic units such as onset-rime and  
onset-vowel (Gillon, 2004; see also Seymour et al.., 2003; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005).  For spelling 
in German, which is shallower than English but not as shallow as Finnish or Greek (Seymour et al., 
2003), Wimmer and Goswami (1994) reported that children acquired phonic skill rapidly and 
showed little reliance on logographic processing. The authors thus suggested that these children’s 
spelling was based on alphabetic processing. The implication for Malay is that sublexical 
knowledge may be learned earlier than lexical knowledge, and alphabetic processing may be more 
important for emergent spelling in Malay.  
The optimal grain size of phonological unit in spelling is also a debatable issue within shallow 
orthographies (e.g., Finnish, Greek, Spanish and Malay).  This has implications for the development 
of phonological awareness, and will be discussed in the section on shallow orthographies below.   
2.2. Temporary Memory Processes (TMP) 
The four temporary memory processes operate in conjunction with the three permanent 
memory processes described above (see Figure 1 again).  In pre-readers, storage of visual attributes 
of words is limited, so the more temporary visual STM and WM processes were measured in the 
present study.  The impact of working memory on reading acquisition has received attention 
recently (e.g., Alloway & Gathercole, 2006; Alloway, Gathercole, Adams, & Willis, 2005; 
Pickering, 2006 a& b), but spelling skills might be more dependent on working memory than 
reading according to Perfetti (1997). This is because spelling involves retrieval not just recognition 
memory processes, and with imperfect representation, reading can be accomplished through 
guessing.  Retrieving graphemes for the dictated words is error-prone because phonological input is 
temporary unless rehearsed. Also, the serial nature of spelling puts greater demands on the 
organizing (or executive) components of WM so both visual and verbal processes could be 
important at the word level.  
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For this reason, four of the five components in Baddeley’s (2003 & 2007) WM model are 
relevant to the work reported in this thesis and are shown in Figure 1, the episodic buffer being the 
exception.  Visual and verbal WM involve the central executive component, while visual and verbal 
STM correspond to the visual-spatial sketchpad and phonological loop that involves rehearsal 
mechanism respectively (see AWMA: Alloway, Gathercole, & Pickering, 2004;  
WMTB-C: Pickering & Gathercole, 2001).  
The visual and verbal STM spans of children younger than 7 years are limited, and the verbal 
STM consists of only the phonological store without the phonological rehearsal loop. Thus children 
aged 5 to 6 years are obliged to rely on the sole support of the visual-spatial sketchpad to recall the 
physical forms of the presented material although older children can use the rehearsal mechanism to 
recode visual material for immediate recall (Baddeley et al., 1998; see also Gathercole, Pickering, 
Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004). There are individual differences in memory development, but by the 
time most children reach 6 to 7 years, the phonological loop and the central executive have 
developed into distinct components. In comparison, the visual-spatial sketchpad and the central 
executive remain relatively unitary (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000). In other words, the relationship 
between verbal and visual components of STM and WM are likely to change during the 
kindergarten years.  For this reason the four temporary memory processes will be examined 
separately in the present study. Visual and verbal STM measures are used to gauge storage capacity, 
while the visual and verbal WM measures are used to gauge storage (provided by the phonological 
loop) and executive processing capacity (see Baddeley, 2003 & 2007 for more details of the multi-
component theory of memory). 
Hypothetically, all four of these temporary memory processes could play a role in spelling-to-
dictation.  For example, verbal STM encodes the spoken word and stores it as serially-detected and 
segmented phonemes, verbal WM maintains and processes phonemes for grapheme conversion, 
visual WM invokes and processes the relevant graphemes, and visual STM stores the graphemes for 
writing serially.  By separating and incorporating these four temporary memory components into a 
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version of Vellutino et al.’s (2004) model for reading, the relative contribution of the cognitive-
linguistic processes that might support emergent spelling can be investigated systematically.   
2.2.1. Verbal STM.  Verbal STM and phonological awareness are strongly associated with 
each other because they both depend on phonological processing (e.g., Leather & Henry, 1994; 
McBride-Chang, 1995).  Some researchers have proposed that they stem from the same substrate 
(e.g., de Jong, Seveke, & van Veen, 2000; Griffiths & Snowling, 2002) but others have argued for 
the involvement of two distinct constructs (Alloway, Gathercole, Willis, & Adams, 2004; Gillon, 
2004; Windfuhr & Snowling, 2001). That is, verbal STM taps deeper underlying phonological 
representations and provides an index of memory capacity whereas phonological awareness taps the 
more superficial phonological forms of words at the metalinguistic level. In the present study, they 
are considered separately because STM capacity helps construct long-term phonological 
representations by providing a temporary storage and rehearsal mechanism for novel sounds.  A 
well-functioning verbal STM helps children in vocabulary acquisition which is crucial for later 
literacy acquisition (Baddeley et al., 1998). Deficits in this STM component are often found in 
children who are dyslexic (or poor readers). This is because learning to read involved recoding 
visually presented information into phonological codes (Pickering, 2006b).  
2.2.2. Visual STM. The retention and retrieval of images is the primary function of visual 
STM and so it’s probable contribution to spelling development is to facilitate visual word 
recognition and written word production by storing letter sequences for output. According to 
Pickering (2006b), poor readers and children who are dyslexic often rely on visual STM span 
because of their limited ability to recode visual information into phonological codes. However, 
others have suggested that the verbal recoding deficit lies in the inefficient use of verbal STM rather 
than its non-use (Steinbrink & Klatte, 2007).   
2.2.3. Verbal WM. A deficit in verbal WM can also hinder literacy acquisition. Verbal WM 
contributes more than verbal STM in reading recognition according to Swanson (1994). de Jong 
(1998) attributed deficits in verbal WM to the fundamental problem in STM storage, but the 
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requirement to dynamically process information in phonological codes probably intensifies any 
storage deficits (see Alloway et al., 2006).    
2.2.4. Visual WM. Attention to visual details and detection of visual patterns allows the spatial 
discrimination between letters and words during reading and spelling (Vellutino, Tunmer, Jaccard, 
& Chen, 2007). As described above in the summary of phases of spelling development, children 
depend on the visual distinctiveness and spatial dimension of letters for print identification during 
the precommunicative or logographic phase.  Compared to the other three temporary memory 
processes, less is known about the role of visual WM in spelling as yet. Its possible contribution 
will therefore be explored in the present study.  
2.3. Summary of Research on TMP and Spelling 
In a cross-sectional study, Vellutino et al. (2007) examined how beginners (Grades 2 and 3 
aged 8-9 years) and advanced readers (Grades 6 and 7 aged 12-13 years) learn to read in English. 
Their main focus was to evaluate Vellutino et al.’s (2004) multi-dimensional model of reading but 
they also tested the children’s spelling ability and examined its reciprocal relationship with reading. 
The authors hypothesized that visual abilities in reading were mediated by verbal STM, 
phonological awareness and spelling.  They used confirmatory factor analysis, a correlational 
technique, so a causal relationship cannot be inferred. The results for verbal and visual STM and 
WM, phonological awareness, spelling and reading were all significant and the fit indices for path 
analysis supported the expected influence of verbal and visual abilities on literacy skill 
development.    
Thus far, the effects of verbal and visual STM and WM are not as consistent as the effect of 
letter knowledge and phonological awareness in literacy achievement. Caravolas et al.’s (2001) 
longitudinal study of English spelling development of children aged 5 years found that neither the 
verbal nor visual STM were significant predictors. Ouellette and Senechal’s (2008) study of 
kindergarten children (mean age 5 years and 4 months) also failed to find a significant role for the 
verbal STM in English’s emergent spelling. The different results between these two studies and 
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Vellutino et al.’s (2007) could be due to differences in age and/or task demands. The working 
memory span of the younger children (aged 5 years) may not be sufficiently well-developed to 
make a strong contribution, or perhaps the use of different experimental tasks placed different 
demands on the children’s cognitive processing.    
Although the relationship between visual WM and literacy acquisition seems surprisingly 
limited for English-speaking children, it will be explored in the present study on Malay spelling. 
Reading even deep alphabetic orthographies, such as English, probably depend more on 
phonological/verbal than visual memory processes, though visual processes can be an important 
factor for beginners (see Gough, 1993 on reading). However, it may be possible that the cognitive-
linguistic processes involved in learning to spell shallow orthographies with simple syllable 
structures like Malay are different from those used for English.  In shallow orthographies, phoneme-
grapheme correspondence is almost always consistent, and with simple syllable structure it means 
that consonant clusters are rare. Hence with this predictability and consistency, the phoneme-
grapheme conversion is much easier in Malay than deep orthographies, with inconsistent phoneme-
grapheme mappings as well as complex syllable structures.  This suggests that spelling in Malay 
might place less demands on verbal memory than spelling in English, thereby allow more 
processing capacity to be devoted to visual processes. In other words, visual STM and WM might 
be a better predictor for Malay spelling than verbal STM and WM.   
To summarize, literacy skill acquisition depends on cognitive-linguistic knowledge as well as 
memory processes. Typically developing children enter kindergarten with solid phonological 
representations for their oral language but to develop spelling, they must learn the connections 
between phonology and orthography. In alphabetic orthographies like English and Malay, it means 
that letter knowledge and phonological awareness are crucial for detecting and segmenting spoken 
phonemes.  It is less clear whether visual STM and WM, or even verbal and verbal WM, are also 
salient in English. To this end, all four temporary memory processes are investigated in this study of 
emergent spelling in Malay.  
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3. Previous Research on Shallow Orthographies 
Finnish, Greek, Spanish, and Italian are all shallow orthographies with simple syllable 
structures. The following section provides a review of development in these languages and Malay 
will be review in the next section.   
3. 1. Finnish Spelling. To investigate the relationship between reading and spelling 
development in Finnish, Leppanen et al.  (2006) conducted a longitudinal study that followed 
children from Kindergarten 1 (mean age 6 years 3 months) to Grade 2.The children were assessed 
on single words and sentences at the beginning and at the end of each school year in order to 
examine how reading and spelling were interlinked. To identify which precursors were relevant to 
literacy development in Finnish, the children’s cognitive-linguistic skills, such as phoneme 
awareness, letter name knowledge, listening comprehension, and visual attention were assessed 
once at Kindergarten 1. The visual attentions task Leppanen et al. (2006) used only measured visual 
STM, not spatial processing, because it required children to locate target pictures when scanning 
through 100 pictures.    
The results showed a reciprocal relationship between reading and spelling and similar 
precursor variables: phoneme awareness and letter name knowledge. But in contrast to English-
speaking children (e.g., Rayner et al., 2001), phoneme awareness (measured once in Kindergarten 
1) only predicted reading and spelling in Kindergarten 2, it did not predict further reading and 
spelling in Grades 1 and 2. Leppanen et al. (2006) suggested that the importance of phoneme 
awareness fades rapidly in highly transparent orthographies (but not in English, c.f. Rayner et al., 
2001), but letter name knowledge measured in Kindergarten 1 did predict reading and spelling in 
Grades 1 and 2. In other words, phoneme awareness accounted for more variance in literacy 
development when the orthography is less transparent. Leppanen et al. (2006) further suggested that 
reading speed might be a better predictor for shallow orthographies because phoneme-grapheme 
relationship was so easily learned that accuracy was easy to achieve but decoding would show more 
individual variation instead. However, Leppanen et al. (2006) did not find an effect of visual STM 
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so it remains unclear whether more processing capacity is available for the visual modality in young 
children.  Despite transparent mappings and simple syllable structures in shallow orthographies, it 
may take time for encoding to become automatic.  
3.2. Greek Spelling. Greek has few monosyllabic words and simple syllable structures like 
Malay. The orthography-phonology relationship for reading is always predictable although there are 
some simple and conditional morphophonologial rules (i.e., certain letter pronunciations depend on 
the following letter). The phonology-orthography for spelling is less transparent, but the 
predictability increases when morphology is mastered. Aidinis and Nunes (2001) tested 
Kindergarten 1 (mean age 5 years 7 months), Grade 1 (mean age 6 years 6 months) and Grade 2 
(mean age 7 years 7 months) children’s phoneme and syllable awareness to examine whether these 
two units contribute independently to reading and spelling, and whether vowel and consonant affect 
the task performance differently. They used an oddity task where children had to identify the odd 
sound that was either at the initial or final of a word that differed from other two words.  Both initial 
and final positions of phoneme and syllable awareness significantly predicted reading and spelling, 
but initial phoneme and final syllable explained more of the variance.  
 To my best knowledge, this is one of the only studies to examine the independent 
contribution of phoneme and syllable awareness to reading and spelling. In the study of by Aidinis 
and Nunes (2001), syllable awareness was entered after controlling for phoneme awareness, and the 
reverse analysis was also conducted. The results showed that in reading, both phoneme and syllable 
awareness were significant predictors when the other one was controlled for. However, in spelling, 
the initial significance of phoneme awareness was explained by syllable awareness but the reverse 
was not true, that is, phoneme awareness no longer predicted spelling after syllable awareness 
entered into the regression model but conversely, syllable awareness remained significant after 
phoneme awareness was entered. Although Aidinis and Nunes (2001) acknowledged that syllable 
awareness was more important than phoneme awareness, they attributed the weakened effect of 
phoneme awareness to the use of a small sample size (i.e., 60 children) and the fact that the spelling 
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test was too simple to account for the separate contribution of phoneme and syllable awareness. In 
the present study, a more extensive and difficult test of Malay spelling would be administered to 
investigate the relative contribution of phoneme and syllable awareness separately.       
3.3. Spanish Spelling. In  a longitudinal study with children from Kindergarten 1 and 2, and 
Grade 1  (mean age  4 years 8 months, 5 years 4 months, 6 years 3 months respectively), Defior and 
Serrano (2005) compared Spanish spelling development to English spelling development to gauge 
the qualitative differences that could be attributable to orthographic depth. The authors wanted to 
find out if Spanish spelling ability was similar to English spelling ability in terms of the five phases 
of spelling development described earlier (e.g., Gentry, 1982; Henderson, 1985).  
Defior and Serrano (2005) coded spelling errors made by Spanish children for proximity to 
conventional spelling using a 7-category  scoring system which was similar to the composite scale 
developed by Treiman and Bourassa (2000), but without  separate coding for  phonology and 
orthography dimensions.  Although phonology and orthography overlap, two of the more advanced 
error categories targeted the differences: for the Specific Substitutive Spelling category, similar 
phonemes to the target ones were represented, whereas in the Non-orthographic Spelling category, 
error responses were phonologically correct but orthographically incorrect.  Unfortunately, no 
examples of errors were provided but 33 percent of their spelling items included diphthongs which 
might result in Specific Substitutive Spelling (phonologically and orthographically correct) errors 
even if both vowels were not represented; whereas the same error would be excluded in the Non-
orthographic Spelling category.   Their results suggested that the children relied mainly on 
phonology for spelling (indexed by their chi-square statistic that compared distribution of the 7 
spelling categories), and that spelling development for Spanish-speakers was similar to that of 
children who were learning to spell in English.  
Defior and Serrano’s (2005) conclusion that children learning shallow orthography with 
simple syllable structure rely on similar cognitive-linguistic processing skills to those who are 
learning deep orthography with complex syllables is surprising and seems at odds with Leppanen et 
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al.’s (2006) work on Finnish children and Seymour et al.’s (2003) mega-study on other European 
orthographies. Thus, one of the aims of the present study is to further examine the way in which 
cognitive-linguistic components influence sublexical (phonological) and lexical (orthographic) 
emergent spelling achievement and growth in Malay, one of the most shallow alphabetic 
orthographies (Awang, 2004; Lee, 2008). There remains some controversy about the difference and 
similarities in the cognitive-linguistic skills needed for deep and shallow orthographies and there 
are a number of gaps in the comparisons made by previous researchers. For example, letter sound 
and syllable awareness were not assessed in the Finnish study. The Greek study involved older 
children and phonological awareness was only measured with oddity identification. In the Spanish 
study, only composite spelling approximation was examined, with no separate coding scheme for 
phonological and orthographic aspects. The present study addresses each of these gaps and also 
distinguishes verbal and visual WM and STM, as well as phonological awareness, and letter 
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4. Emergent Spelling Development in Malay 
In this section, the specific research objectives will be described after a detailed summary of 
Malay orthography and phonology, a brief description of the classroom instructions for Malay 
literacy development, and a review of previous work on early spelling development in Malay.   
4.1. Malay Orthography and Phonology  
The Malay Rumi orthography is based on the Roman alphabet and is similar to English.  
There are 5 vowels and 20 consonants:  <x> is not used and <q> and <v> are only found in foreign 
loan words.   Rumi has five digraphs <gh>, <kh>, <ny>, <ng> and <sy>, (see Awang, 2004; Lee, 
2008), but unlike English, the grapheme-phoneme (GPCs) and phoneme-grapheme (PGCs) 
correspondences for consonants are entirely predictable for reading and spelling and there are no 
heterographic homophones.  The main differences between Malay Rumi and English lie in the 
GPCs and PGCs for vowels.  Excluding loan words, <e> and <a> (the latter applicable to the native 
speakers residing in the state of Johor – Riau in Malaysia) are the only graphemes which takes two 
phonemic forms and there are only three diphthongs:  <ai>, <au>, <oi> (see Awang, 2004; Lee, 
2008).  Some of the GPCs and PGCs are different from those in English, (e.g., <c> sounds like “ch” 
in church, and <sy> sounds like “sh” in shape).  Malay words are longer than English words but 
they have very few consonant clusters and are short simple syllables.  Possible syllable structures 
include v, vc, vcc, ccv, cv, cvv, cvc, cvcc, and ccvc, but most are cv, cvc or cvcc.  One (infrequent) 
complication is that when the vowels <a> and <i> or <a> and <u> are adjacent to each other in a 
closed syllable, they are pronounced with a syllable boundary between them.  This means that la-in 
(other) and la-ut (sea) are both bisyllabic words. 
In terms of Seymour et at (2003) classification, Malay orthography differs from English both 
in terms of transparency and syllable structure, and the cognitive-linguistic processing demands for 
reading and spelling would be more similar to those for Finnish, Greek, Spanish, and Italian than 
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4.2. Classroom Activities and Instructions  
The goal for the 2-year kindergarten programme in Singapore is to lay the foundation for 
language and social skills. Children attend kindergarten for about four hours daily and their 
activities include speaking, listening, drawing, painting, singing, dancing, role playing, problem 
solving skills, and outdoor play. Basic literacy skills (e.g., numeracy and letter knowledge) are also 
taught mainly in the second year. These skills are introduced through listening to stories, reading, 
and writing single words. All children learn two languages. English is the main language for 
education but Malay is the home language for almost all of the children in this study. 
The initial teaching method determines how children develop phonological awareness for 
relating print and speech during reading (Duncan et al., 1997). Literacy instruction in Malay is 
similar in Singapore (Jalil & Rickard Liow, 2008), Malaysia (Gomez & Reason, 2002; Lee, 2008) 
and Indonesia (Winskel & Widjaja, 2007). In Singapore, children first learn the consonant and 
vowel sounds before learning CV pairs which are then combined to form words. For example, baca, 
(meaning read), is separated into two syllables and is taught individually first, (i.e., B+A= /ba:/, 
C+A= / tfa:/). They move on to learning other consonant-vowel pairs such as D+A = /da:/ until all 
consonants are paired with vowel <a>. Following that, vowel <e> is paired with consonants and 
children go through the same procedure (Jalil & Rickard Liow, 2008).  
4.3. Previous Work on Early Spelling Development in Malay 
The differences between languages, both in terms of their written as well as spoken forms, 
mean that the cognitive-linguistic processes required for optimal spelling development are 
language-specific (see also Goswami, Ziegler, Dalton, & Schneider, 2003; Ziegler & Goswami, 
2005).  Previous research on Malay suggests that the shallow orthography facilitates young 
children’s use of phonological approaches to spelling in kindergarten (Jalil & Rickard Liow, 2008; 
Rickard Liow & Lau, 2006), as well as in the early school years (Rickard Liow, 1999; Rickard 
Liow & Poon, 1998).  More contentious is the optimal grain size for Malay literacy, Rickard Liow 
and Lee (2004) argued that syllables are salient in the early years. They assessed Malaysian 
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children’s (aged 7 and 8 years: Grade 1 and 2 respectively) spelling performance in Malay on some 
low frequency words and found that CV (first 2 letters) and CVCV (first 4 letters) were spelled 
significantly more often than C (first letter) and CVC (first 3 letters).  Even the weakest spellers 
preserved the CV combination significantly more often than single consonant (C) and CVC units, 
suggesting that spelling by phonemes was more difficult than spelling by syllables.  
Rickard Liow and Lee’s (2004) findings that syllable awareness was more important grain 
size supported Aidinis and Nunes’ (2001) findings on Greek’s children spelling (see also Denton, 
Hasbrouck, Weaver, & Riccio, 2000 on the salience of syllable on Spanish children). However, 
Aidinis and Nunes (2001) tested phonological awareness and spelling performance whereas Rickard 
Liow and Lee (2004) tested only spelling performance so a direct comparison is not feasible. 
Winskel and Widjaja (2007) challenged the importance of syllable awareness for Malay literacy 
using data from their longitudinal study of children aged 6 years from Indonesia.  These authors 
were interested in whether children’s reading and spelling skills could be predicted by letter 
knowledge and phonological awareness skills. The tests they used included a range of phonological 
awareness tasks that required children to segment, detect and delete syllables, onsets, rimes, 
phonemes, and morphemes. The results seemed to show that phoneme awareness, rather than 
syllable awareness, was the best predictor of reading and spelling one year later. Winskel and 
Widjaja (2007) also acknowledged the importance of syllable awareness, but there are at least three 
reasons why their conclusions might not be reliable.  The first reason relates to their regression 
model.  In their analysis of the Indonesian children’s data, they assumed greater importance of 
phonemes compared to syllables, but they did not test the independent contribution of these two 
unit sizes, and they also did not control for the autoregressive effect (i.e., prior spelling ability at 
initial testing) which could have accounted for most of the later spelling variance in their model. 
The second reason relates to letter knowledge. The orthography used in Malaysia and Indonesia is 
identical but the letter names used in Indonesia evolved under the influence of Dutch, and they are 
much more similar to the letter sounds they represent than British (English) letter names used in 
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Malaysia and Singapore. If, as it seems, letter names and letter sounds cannot be separated 
meaningfully for Indonesian children, it would explain why Winskel and Widjaja (2007) only 
measured letter names and not letter sounds. The third reason relates to age, Winsker and Widjaja’s 
(2007) participants were one year younger than Rickard Liow and Lee’s (2004) participants. It is 
possible that some of the phoneme awareness effect might be attributable to letter name/letter sound 
knowledge. Winskel and Widjaja’s (2007) Indonesian children could have developed phoneme 
awareness (or letter name knowledge) especially early, or they could have been relying on letter 
names. 
Given the differences in letter names, a direct comparison between Indonesian and 
Malaysian/Singaporean children is probably not feasible. It is likely that both phonemes and 
syllables are important in all three settings but that the salience of each unit size changes with 
proficiency and /or letter knowledge as it does in English (Goswami & Bryant, 1990; 1992). 
Moreover, for shallow orthographies, Leppanen et al.’s (2006) Finnish data suggested that the 
salience of phoneme awareness in kindergarten may be transitory, and Aidinis and Nunes’ (2001) 
Greek data from older children showed the salience of syllable unit. Thus the work in Finnish and 
Greek supports the idea that the salience of phoneme and syllable awareness changes with 
proficiency.  This could apply to Malay and would thus explain the apparent conflicting findings 
between Winskel and Widjaja (2007) and Rickard Liow and Lee (2004). For Winskel and Widjaja’s 
younger children, phoneme grain size accounted for more variance but perhaps for Rickard Liow 
and Lee’s older children, syllable grain size had become more important because their children 
were already proficient at the phoneme.  
To summarise, the key elements investigated in the study were as follows: 
(1) The relative importance role of the phonological grain size in shallow orthography - 
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(2) The unit of phonological processing may be syllabic rather than phonemic (Aidinis & 
Nunes, 2001) but it is not clear which one precedes the other (Rickard Liow & Lee, 2004; Winskel 
& Widjaja, 2007).  
(3) The word’s phonological structure determines the influence of letter knowledge on 
spelling (Caravolas, Hulme, Snowling, 2001; McBride-Chang, 1999; Treiman et al., 2001).  
Phonemes that closely match letter names and sounds often become a bridge for spelling (Bowman 
& Treiman, 2002), the bridging relationship may impacts lexical/logographic spelling and 
sublexical/alphabetic spelling differently as a function of formal instruction. 
(4) The work on the possible effect of WM and STM on shallow orthographies is limited, 
because there could be relationship between working memory and phonological awareness 
(Vellutino et al., 2007), which in turn facilitates spelling growth so there could be a contribution of 
these components to early spelling in Malay.  
The impact of formal instruction on spelling approximations will also be investigated in order 
to understand which cognitive-linguistic components play a role during spelling development./ The 
salience of phoneme and syllable awareness will be examined separately in an attempt to 
disentangle the main predictors for early spelling in Malay. For Malay emergent spelling  in 
Singapore, syllable awareness may be important because children are taught to spell simple 
syllables (CVs) soon after they learn letter names and letter sounds as Rickard Liow and Lee’ 
(2004) children were in Malaysia.   
A longitudinal design was employed to track developmental changes in the spelling skill of 
Malay-speaking kindergarten children in the early stages of formal instruction over a 6-month 
interval. The first two years in kindergarten are particularly interesting because it shows how 
children use their prior knowledge of oral/aural language to acquire written language skill (Gentry 
& Gillet, 1993). Research on Malay-English and Mandarin-English  bilinguals in Singapore (Jalil & 
Rickard Liow, 2008; Rickard Liow & Poon, 1998; Yeong & Rickard Liow, submitted) has already 
provided solid evidence that oral language experience plays a role in children’s early spelling 
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because of its impact on the development of phonological representations and phonological 
awareness. These findings strengthen the idea that early spelling is speech-based using more  
fine-grained analyses of errors (Jalil & Rickard Liow, 2008; Read, 1975; Treiman, 1993).  
4.4. Analysis of Spelling Errors  
Treiman and Bourassa (2000) have shown that the emergent spellings of children aged 5years 
provide useful linguistic information that is lost unless careful qualitative as well as quantitative 
analyses are carried out. They proposed scoring spelling errors in terms of proximity to the target 
word separately for phonology and orthography as well as a composite (combined) score.  Separate 
scores are employed in this study because they are useful for evaluating the contribution of 
Seymour’s (1997) Dual Foundation for spelling.  Thus the child’s phonological spelling score acts 
as a proxy for sublexical (alphabetic) processing and reflects the presence of CV or CVC structure. 
Substitute phonemes must be highly similar phonologically to the target ones to be counted as 
phonological (e.g., <ka> for target “ga”). And the child’s orthographic spelling score acts as a 
proxy for lexical (logographic) processing and reflects the presence of CV or CVC structures. 
Substitute graphemes must preserve this structure and be highly visually similar letters to be 
counted as orthographic. (e.g., <be> for the target “pa”). The composite spelling score takes account 
of phonological as well as orthographic approximations but is not simply the sum of the 
phonological and orthographic because there is an overlap in phonology and orthography.  
To resolve the controversy about grain size in Malay, all three types of spelling scores will be 
used as dependent variables in the present study in order to identify which cognitive-linguistic 
components kindergarten children rely upon when they first start to spell. With reference to the 
model in Figure 1 adapted from Vellutino et al. (2004), composite spelling scores reflect lexical and 
sublexical processing, phonological spelling scores reflect sublexical processing, and orthographic 
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4.5. Research Objectives 
With reference to Figure 1, the main variables of interests were verbal and visual STM 
(operationalised as digit span and dot matrix respectively), verbal and visual WM (operationalised 
as backward digit span and spatial span respectively), phonological awareness (syllable deletion and 
phoneme deletion), and letter knowledge (letter names and letter sounds). To examine spelling 
(composite, phonological and orthographic approximation) in terms of achievement and growth of 
Malay children, this battery of tests plus an experimental spelling test were administered at a 6 
months interval (end of Kindergarten 1 and middle of Kindergarten 2). Table 1 summarizes the 
hypotheses. 
4.5.1. Time1 Achievement Model 
The first objective was to measure spelling sophistication achievement at Time 1 to 
investigate the relative importance of the concurrent predictors before the impact of formal 
instructions. As shown in Table 1, the composite, phonological, and orthographic spelling 
approximation scores were expected to be sensitive to different cognitive linguistic processes. 
Composite spelling was expected to rely on verbal and visual STM, phoneme and syllable 
awareness, letter sound, and letter name knowledge. WM is not fully developed in Kindergarten 1 
children (aged 5 years) so the impact ought to be negligible at Time 1. STM was expected to have 
some impact due to its influence on language and literacy acquisition (Baddeley, 2003; Baddeley et 
al.., 1998; Vellutino et al., 2007 in English). Beyond assessing the relative importance of the 
concurrent predictors for composite spelling, phonological grain size of phoneme and syllable 
awareness was examined for an independent contribution to spelling. Phoneme awareness was 
expected to be more important than syllable awareness (Winskel and Widjaja, 2007) because of the 
early phonic training Malay-speaking children receive for consonant and vowel sounds (Jalil & 
Rickard Liow, 2008). Phonological spelling was expected to rely on verbal STM, phoneme and 
syllable awareness, letter sound and letter name knowledge; orthographic spelling was expected to 
rely on visual STM and letter name knowledge. 
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4.5.2. Time 2 Achievement Model      
The second objective was to compare spelling sophistication achievement measured after the 
impact of formal instructions at Time 2 with that measured at Time 1. The question asked was 
whether qualitative changes in spelling sophistications and the importance of concurrent predictors 
would differ between Time 1 and Time 2. More importantly, phonological and orthographic  
spelling scores obtained from Time 1 and Time 2 were compared to find out which kind of 
processing (lexical-orthographic or sublexical-phonological) has a greater impact on performance. 
Phonological spelling, which is based on sublexical/alphabetic processing, was expected to be 
especially important at Time 1 because the children would have had little exposure to print, and 
because Malay is a very shallow orthography with predictable phoneme-grapheme correspondence 
relationships. However, orthographic spelling, which is based on lexical/logographic processing, 
was expected to be more important at Time 2 after more print exposure. Less demand on verbal 
memory due to transparent PGCs and simple syllabic structure might promote greater visual 
processing, coupled with ‘look-say’ reading instruction in English (Rickard Liow, 1999) at Time 2, 
so orthographic spelling performance was thus expected to be better than phonological spelling 
performance.  
For composite spelling scores, verbal and visual WM and STM, phoneme and syllable 
awareness, and letter sound knowledge were expected to be significant predictors. In terms of the 
independent contribution of the phonological grain size, both phoneme and syllable awareness were 
expected to maintain their influence at Time 2 spelling achievement but the shift in teaching method 
(from phoneme to syllable) was expected to lead to more reliance on syllable awareness if the 
children had become proficient with single consonants and vowels.  For phonological spelling, 
verbal WM and STM, phoneme awareness, syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge were 
expected to be significant predictors. For orthographic spelling, visual WM and STM, phoneme 
and syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge were expected to be significant predictors.  
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Letter name knowledge was not expected to influence any Time 2 spelling achievement 
because its effect is transitional according to the phases of spelling development summarized earlier 
(Gentry, 1982; Henderson, 1985). By Time 2, verbal and visual WM should be developing so they 
could both exert an influence on spelling.  With greater exposure to text, visual WM and STM were 
expected to influence composite and orthographic spellings, while verbal WM and STM should 
influence composite and phonological spelling as the children’s expressive and receptive 
vocabulary increase.  
4.5.3. Time 1 to Time 2 Growth Model  
The third, and most important, objective was to investigate spelling sophistication growth by 
comparing composite  spelling scores obtained from Time 1 and Time 2 to find out  whether the 
more salient unit for phonological awareness would be phoneme awareness, or whether syllable 
awareness might become a more important predictor as a result of syllable-based literacy 
instruction. Therefore, Time 1 antecedent predictors were expected to affect spelling sophistication 
growth (from Time 1 to Time 2 change) differently from the way in which concurrent predictors did 
to spelling achievement (at Time 1 and Time 2) because the impact of formal instruction depends 
on prior (Time 1) cognitive-linguistic abilities.  
With regard to the spelling scores, composite spelling growth would depend on verbal WM, 
verbal and visual STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge. Visual STM 
instead of visual WM was expected to be the predictor because these two components were 
suggested to be more unitary (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000). In terms of the independent 
contribution of phonological grain size, syllable awareness was expected to be more important for 
spelling growth between Time 1 and Time 2 because of the impact of instruction over the 6-month 
period. Growth for phonological spelling was predicted to depend on verbal WM and STM, 
phoneme and syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge, while growth for orthographic 
spelling was predicted to depend on visual WM and STM. 
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The transient effect of phoneme awareness in Finnish spelling (Leppanen et al., 2006), and the 
greater importance of syllable awareness in Greek spelling growth both suggest that spelling growth 
in shallow orthographies seems to depend on syllable grain size. The shift in formal instruction 
from letter names/sounds and phonemes to syllables might have led to the increase in reliance on 
syllable awareness for Malay spelling that was observed by Rickard Liow and Lee (2004),but not 
by Winskel and Widjaja (2006).  Thus both phoneme and syllable awareness could affect growth in 
spelling sophistication, especially the phonological spelling score, but it was syllable awareness that 
would be the more important predictor.  
In summary, by investigating composite, phonological and orthographic spelling scores at a 
six month interval in a shallow orthography, it should be possible to identify which cognitive-
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5. Method 
 5.1. Design 
The hierarchical regression model for examining the cognitive-linguistic processes that 
contribute to emergent spelling in Malay was as follows: 
5.1.1. Dependent variables: Composite, phonological and orthographic scores of the emergent 
spelling of Malay-speaking children aged 5- to 6 years across a 6-month interval (Time 1 and Time 
2).   
5.1.2. Independent variables:  Nonverbal IQ, with repeated measures of receptive vocabulary, 
verbal and visual STM and WM, phonological awareness (syllable and phoneme deletion), and 
letter knowledge (letter name and letter sound). 
 This basic model was used to investigate concurrent predictors for Time 1 and Time 2 
spelling achievement, and the antecedent predictors of Time 1 for Time 2 spelling growth. 
 5.2. Participants  
A total of 66 (37 girls and 29 boys) Malay-English bilingual children attending first year 
kindergarten in five different locations in Singapore were recruited for this longitudinal study with 
parental consent. They were tested twice at a 6-month interval (Time 1 – Time 2). At the time of the 
first assessment (Time 1 in October 2007), the children were aged between 4 years 7 months to 5 
years 7 months (M = 5 years2 months; SD = .30) attending Kindergarten 1 (K1). At the second 
assessment (Time 2 in April 2008), their mean age was 5years 8 months attending Kindergarten 2 
(K2). All, except for five, reported their dominant language to be Malay according to information 
collected from Language Background Questionnaire (see Appendix 1). Of the five children, four 
reported English as their first language (L1) and Malay as their second language (L2), and one 
reported Indonesian L1-English L2.  
Four children did not complete the testing at Time 2, and another child missed spelling tests at 
both time points, so their data were excluded in the statistical analyses. The total number of children 
that were included in the statistical analyses was 61 out of the original 66. 
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5.3. Materials 
5.3.1. Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices (Raven, Court, Raven, 1995). This test 
measured children’s nonverbal abilities. Children were required to look at a booklet containing 
colored patterns with a missing piece. To complete the missing piece, children had to choose by 
pointing to one among the six alternatives provided below the target figure. Scoring was based on 
absolute accuracy.  
5.3.2. Vocabulary Tests: BLAB (Bilingual Language Assessment Battery).The BLAB 
(Rickard Liow & colleagues, in preparation) has parallel forms that were computerized receptive 
vocabulary test designed to measure lexical-semantic knowledge in English and Malay. The format 
of the test was similar to the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) but the target words for both 
Malay and English were selected to reflect a gradation in local bilingual competencies and cultural 
differences.  Each version of the test consists of 100 trials with target words spoken by female 
native-speakers and listened to through headphones.  The child was asked to match the heard word 
to one of the four pictures shown on the computer screen by pointing. Scoring for this task was 
computerized and based on absolute accuracy. 
5.3.3. Phonological Awareness Tasks. This was tested at two levels in order to determine 
which grain sizes was more important in predicting emergent Malay spelling:  the phoneme unit 
was selected because phoneme awareness was reported to be the best predictor of literacy 
acquisition in English (Gillon, 2004; Rayner et al., 2001); the syllable unit was selected because it 
seemed to be an important predictor of literacy development in shallow orthographies such as 
Spanish (Denton et al., 2000; Gonzalez & Garcia, 1995).  
Phoneme and syllable deletion tasks (see Appendix 2) were devised because they were 
suggested to be more rigorous (McBride-Chang, 1995) and less susceptible to ceiling and/or 
practice effects than isolation and segmentation (Gillon, 2004).  Scoring was done manually and 
based on absolute accuracy. 
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5.3.3.1. Phoneme Deletion. A total of 10 Malay monosyllabic words were used to test 
children’s phoneme awareness. Children heard the entire word first, and then they heard its onset 
without the rime. They were asked to say out loud what was left (i.e., the rime unit) when the onset 
was deleted. For example, children who were presented with the word lap (meaning to wipe) and 
told that /l/ (onset) had been deleted would be required to respond with its rime /ap/. The reliability 
of this tests (Cronbach α) was.97.   
5.3.3.2. Syllable Deletion. This task comprised a total of 25 items: 10 two-syllable items and 
15 three-syllable items. For the two-syllable items, only initial and final deletion was possible, 
whereas for the three-syllable items, the deletion place could be initial, middle and final. The  
three-syllable deletion task placed a higher demand on working memory, especially when deleting 
the middle syllable; children had to store the initial and final syllables while deleting the middle 
syllable and combining initial and final syllables.   
Each word was named aloud for the child and the child was asked which syllable(s) remained 
if a particular syllable was removed. The child was asked to immediately produce the remaining 
syllable(s) of the given word. For example, deleting the first syllable <ca> from cawan (meaning 
cup) left <wan> in the word. Syllable and phoneme deletion scores were recorded manually. 
Correct responses were given a score of 1. The reliability of this test (Cronbach α) was .88.   
5.3.4. Memory Tasks: AWMA (Automated Working Memory Assessment). There were 12 
subtests in the battery (AWMA: Alloway et al., 2004a; WMTB-C: Pickering & Gathercole, 2001) 
but only four of them were used in this study. Two of the four subtests measured verbal WM and 
STM (i.e., Backward Digit Recall and Digit Recall, respectively) and were presented verbally in 
Malay, the other two subtests measured visual WM and STM (i.e., Spatial Span and Dot Matrix, 
respectively) and were presented visually on a computer screen. 
Numbers and objects were used for the verbal and visual tests respectively, so these tests were 
not measuring linguistic specific knowledge but they provided measure of memory capacity for 
familiar stimuli.  The memory spans were measured by immediate recall of previously presented 
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stimuli. The four subtests of temporary memory were administered using headphones on a laptop 
and each began with practice trials before the actual testing. Each block had six trials and the 
number of items to be recalled in these trials increased by one in the ascending block. If children 
scored four items correct (either consecutively or non-consecutively) within the block, they skipped 
to the next block and the remaining one or two trials were assumed correct. Testing was 
discontinued when a child made three mistakes within a block. Scores for verbal tasks were 
recorded manually; scores for visual tasks were computerized. The experimenter recorded correct or 
wrong responds by pressing the right and left arrow buttons respectively on the keyboard. The total 
score was summed based on the total number of correct response plus the assumed correct items 
that were skipped.  
5.3.5. Letter Knowledge Tests. The consonants S, L, N, R, K, and G were chosen to test letter 
name and letter sound knowledge because they were visually distinct but were phonetically similar 
(K and G, L and R). This test was administered concurrently with spelling test.  
5.3.6. Spelling Tests. The spelling task comprised of bi-syllabic stem words. Fifth-one words 
were taken from Jalil and Rickard Liow’s (2008) study, 23 more words were taken from her initial 
design (on personal request). The total of 74 words was separated in half: set A and set B, making 
37 words in each set. Letter name was always tested in set A and their correspondent letter sound 
was always tested in set B. The order of sets was counterbalanced and children were randomly 
assigned to either order during testing. 
5.3.6.1. Design. The 74 high-frequency words comprised of CV and/or VC word structure: 
CVCV, VCVC, CVVC, and CVCVC; which onset and final consonants were controlled for. All 
words were recorded by a native Malay-speaker, and context sentences were given immediately 
after the target words for disambiguation. The target word was repeated once after the context 
sentence. Spelling to dictation was conducted in small groups of four to ten children.  
5.3.6.2. Scoring. Spelling scores were subjected to quantitative and qualitative coding for 
analyses. The quantitative coding was based on correctness, whereas the qualitative coding was 
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categorized into three dimensions of sophistication: phonology, orthography, and a composite of 
phonology and orthography. Although phonology and orthography were not mutually exclusive, it 
was important to separate them and looked at sublexical/alphabetic and lexical/logographic 
processing separately. This coding method followed the scoring system used in Treiman and 
Bourassa (2000) with some modification because these researchers used only single-syllable items.  
The following section explains the coding methods in detail.  
5.3.6.2.1. Composite Spelling Score Coding. This scale measured the sophistication of 
erroneous spelling from both phonology and orthography but it was not the sum of the two scores.  
Scores were given systematically according to syllables as shown in Table 2. At the basic level, 
general phonemes and graphemes that were substituted for the target word were scored lower than 
similar phonemes and graphemes to the target phonemes and graphemes. And at this basic level, 
intrusion or omission was allowed with no deduction of point. At the higher level, no intrusion or 
omission was allowed. Higher scores were given to spellings that had legal phonological and 
orthographic features with CV structure. Phoneme and grapheme shared roughly equal emphasis to 
reflect phonological and orthographic features that this scoring system meant to capture. 
5.3.6.2.2. Phonological Skeleton Spelling Score Coding. Phonological coding depended on 
whether spelling represented similar phonemes and legal CV structure, even though the spelling 
was not conventionally correct. Scoring was absolute based, for example, an error spelling of 
<cayah> for “sayap” captures the phonological skeleton because it reflects the similar phonemes 
and legal CV structure in Malay so 1 point was given. In contrast, <syp> is not a legal CV structure 
although it captures the three phonemes of the target consonants, this erroneous spelling would be 
scored as incorrect and no points would be given for the phonological account. The phonology 
coding scheme is similar to the composite coding scheme, but the orthographic features are ignored.  
5.3.6.2.3. Orthographic Acceptability Spelling Score Coding. Orthography coding reflected 
children’s knowledge of grapheme legality and it was scored in a similar way as the phonological 
skeleton coding scheme. Scoring was also absolute based. To gain 1 point, an error in spelling 
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would need to have a legal sequence of graphemes that represent Malay orthographic patterns. For 
example, a spelling of <suyip> for “sayap” is considered orthographically acceptable in Malay, and 
would be given 1 point for both orthographically correct syllables, whereas <syp> is not 
orthographically legal in Malay, and therefore no points would be given. 
Because phonology and orthography overlap considerably in Malay, the coding scheme for 
phonology and orthography spellings needs illustration by comparing spelling errors that have such 
overlap.  For example, error response of <pera> for “bela” would be considered phonologically and 
orthographically correct and 1 point is given in each system. Error response of <zaap> for “sayap” 
will be scored as phonological correct but orthographically incorrect, while error response of 
<gagob> for “sayap” will be scored as phonologically incorrect but orthographically correct.  It was 
important to separate phonology and orthography in this study in order to look at the separate 
processing, therefore these two aspects were coded and analysed independently.   
5.4. Procedure 
The spelling tests were administered to pairs or small groups of children but all other sessions 
were with individual children and lasted about 25 to 35 minutes. All tests were administered twice 
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6. Results  
6.1. Descriptive Statistics 
Descriptive statistics of all tasks tested at both Time 1 and Time 2 are reported in Table 3. 
Phoneme and syllable deletion scores were transformed into percentage. As shown in Table 3, 
children’s phoneme deletion performances were floor thus caution is needed when interpreting the 
results. All missing data (less than 1%) was replaced by the group mean. 
As shown in Table 3, except for vocabulary and phoneme deletion, all tasks measured at Time 
2 were significantly better than that measured in Time 1, showing significant improvement in WM 
and STM capacity, syllable awareness, letter knowledge, and spelling sophistication as coded by 
composite, phonological, and orthographic.  
Age, nonverbal IQ, receptive vocabulary size, letter knowledge, phonological awareness, and 
verbal and visual STM/WM were incorporated in the hierarchical regression model used to predict 
spelling ability, which was categorized as composite, phonological (i.e., phonological skeleton 
score), and orthographic (i.e., orthographic acceptability score) from Time 1 and Time 2. The aim 
was to examine predictors for spelling achievement and spelling growth with autoregressive effect 
of Time 1 achievement controlled for. 
6.2. Interrelationships between Measures 
Tables 4 and 5 show the correlations of measures at Time 1 and Time 2, respectively, with 
age and nonverbal IQ partialled out. Table 6 shows the correlations between Time 1’s measures and 
Time 2’s qualitative spellings. All the significant correlations that are reported below have values 
far below .8, and the tolerance value is above .5 for all (including all three measures of spelling 
performance in the achievement and growth models) so multicollinearity is not a concern. The 
following section is a brief summary of the predictions and actual pattern of correlations.  
6.2.1. Time 1 correlation. Composite spelling was expected to correlate with verbal and visual 
STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and letter sound and letter name knowledge. Phonological 
spelling was expected to correlate with verbal STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, letter sound
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Table 3. Means (standard deviation) and significance levels for tests 
administered at Time 1 and Time 2.    
Tasks (maximum score) Time 1   Time 2   Sig Diff    
Raven Nonverbal IQ (36) 15.38 (4.44) NA  NA   
        
BLAB Receptive Vocabulary (100) 45.48 (9.79) 47.45 (10.07) NS   
        
Working Memory       
Verbal: Backward Digit Recall (36) 5.50 (2.33) 7.12 (2.20) T2>T1***  
Visual: Spatial Span (42) 6.45 (4.59) 9.21 (5.83) T2>T1**   
        
Short-Term Memory      
Verbal: Digit Recall (54) 15.12 (3.32) 17.02 (3.83) T2>T1***  
Visual: Dot Matrix (54) 13.67 (4.57) 15.57 (4.47) T2>T1**   
        
Phonological Awareness a      
Phoneme Deletion (10) 13.51 (30.58) 18.69 (30.19) T2>T1***  
Syllable Deletion (25) 70.43 (24.93) 80.85 (14.33) T2>T1**   
        
Letter Knowledge       
Letter Sound (6) 2.97 (2.21) 4.31 (2.10) T2>T1***  
Letter Name (6) 4.90 (1.65) 5.81 (.43) T2> 1***  
        
Spelling Score       
Accuracy Score (74) .07 (.36)  2.82 (7.34) T2>T1**   
Composite Score (888) 199.29 (88.528) 340.98 (178.52) T2>T1***  
Phonological Score (74) 2.44 (6.4) 13.80 (18.44) T2>T1***  
Orthographical Score (74) 2.42 (6.91) 19.21 (20.49) T2>T1***  
Note: a All scores used are raw scores except for phoneme deletion and syllable deletion scores are 
in percentage.   
Total for composite score derived from 74 (number of items) multiply by 12  
(full points). * p < .05, ** p < .01, ***p < .001. NA = Not Applicable, NS = Not Significant 
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and name knowledge. Orthographic spelling was expected to correlate with visual STM and letter 
name knowledge. As Table 4 shows, for composite spelling, it significantly correlated with visual 
WM (p = .019), phoneme awareness (p < .001), letter sound knowledge (p <.001), letter name 
knowledge (marginal p = .074).  The significant correlation of visual WM with composite spelling 
was not expected because the WM component was not thought to be well-developed for children 
aged below 6 to 7 years (Baddeley et al., 1998; see also Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge & 
Wearing, 2004). For phonological spelling and orthographic spelling, they significantly correlated 
with only phoneme awareness (p <.001).  
6.2.2. Time 2 correlations. Composite spelling was expected to correlate with verbal and 
visual WM and STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge. Phonological 
spelling was expected to correlate with verbal WM and STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and 
letter sound knowledge. Orthographic spelling was expected to correlate with visual WM and 
STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge. As Table 5 shows, for 
composite spelling, it significantly correlated with vocabulary (marginal p = .073), again visual 
WM (p = .036), verbal STM (p = .019), phoneme awareness (p < .001), syllable awareness  
(p < .001), and letter sound knowledge (p < .001). For phonological spelling, it significantly 
correlated with visual WM (marginal p = .072), verbal STM (p = .033), phoneme awareness 
 (p < .001), syllable awareness (p = .005), and letter sound knowledge (p = .002). For orthographic 
spelling, it significantly correlated with visual WM (marginal p = .061), verbal STM (p = .047), 
phoneme awareness (p < .001), syllable awareness (p = .004), and letter sound knowledge             
(p < .001). The almost identical pattern of correlations among the three spelling measures was not 
expected. After formal instruction, spelling performance does appear to be influenced by different 
cognitive-linguistic components. As hypothesized, because of the transparent PGCs, the simple 
syllabic structure of Malay, and the teaching method, orthographic spelling was expected to be 
better than phonological spelling and only visual memory was expected to correlate with the 
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orthographic spelling, whereas only verbal memory was expected to correlate with the phonological 
spelling. 
The significant correlations of visual WM and verbal STM with all three spelling measures 
seem to suggest that when children encode a shallow orthography with transparent PGCs (such as 
Malay), the phonological processing does not rely so much on verbal WM, yet the process of 
transcribing phonemes to graphemes seems to rely on the visual WM only even for emergent 
spelling of Malay.   
6.2.3. Correlations between Time 1 variables with Time 2 spellings. Composite spelling was 
expected to correlate with verbal WM and STM, visual STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and 
letter sound knowledge. Phonological spelling was expected to correlate with verbal WM and STM, 
phoneme and syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge. Orthographic spelling was expected 
to correlate with visual WM and STM. As shown in Table 6, for Time 2 composite spelling, it 
significantly correlated with all Time 1 predictors except for letter  name knowledge; vocabulary  
(p = .021), verbal WM (p = .006), visual WM (p = .001), verbal STM (p = .017), visual STM  
(p = .033), phoneme awareness (p = .011), syllable awareness (p = .001), letter sound knowledge  
(p <.001). For Time 2 phonological spelling, it also significantly correlated with all Time 1 
predictors except for letter name knowledge; vocabulary (p = .022), verbal WM (p = .039), visual 
WM (p = .009), verbal STM (p = .036), visual STM (p = .017), phoneme awareness (p = .001), 
syllable awareness (p = .001), letter sound knowledge (p <.001). For Time 2 orthographic spelling, 
it significantly correlated with all Time 1 predictors except for letter name knowledge; vocabulary 
(p = .008), verbal WM (p = .012), visual STM (p = .007), verbal STM (p = .025), visual STM  
(p = .023), phoneme awareness (p = .007), syllable awareness (p = .001) and letter sound 
knowledge (p <.001).  
In Vellutino et al.’s (2007) study of reading in English, a significant relationship was found 
for verbal and visual WM and STM, and phonological awareness with spelling performance using 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































correlation data, a similar correlation result was found in Malay spelling growth in this present 
study. However, unlike the qualitative spelling measures that were significantly correlated (e.g., 
Time 1 and Time 2 composite spelling, p < .001), quantitative spelling measures (i.e., Time 1 and 
Time 2 spelling accuracy) were correlated only marginally (p = .061) and had little variance. This 
supports the decision to examine spellings qualitatively by composite, phonological, and 
orthographical scores coding, as well as quantitatively by measuring accuracy.   
It should be noted that verbal/visual WM and verbal/visual STM were correlated with syllable 
awareness in Time 1, however, this correlation pattern changed in Time 2: only verbal WM 
correlated with syllable awareness while verbal STM correlated with phoneme and syllable 
awareness. It seems that working memory play a role in phonological awareness growth (e.g., 
Vellutino et al., 2007), which in turns supports spelling growth. However, such relationship may be 
obscure due to the inconsistent pattern of correlations for Time and Time 2. Nonetheless, additional 
analyses were conducted and explained later in the regression analyses section.  
Taken together, although there were some differences among the pattern of correlations 
between spelling types and predictors, the changes in the patterns before and after formal 
instruction suggested that spelling development involved qualitative changes in terms of reliance on 
cognitive-linguistic components in Figure 1. These changes are now explained in a series of 
hierarchical regression analyses.  
6.3. Regression Analyses 
 Three hierarchical regression analyses were performed to examine the concurrent predictors 
for Time 1 spelling achievement and Time 2 spelling achievement, and Time 2 spelling growth 
using Time 1 measures. As mentioned earlier, the impact of working memory on reading was found 
to be crucial (see Alloway & Gathercole, 2006; Alloway, Gathercole, Adams & Willis, 2005; 
Pickering, 2006 a& b). In comparison to reading, spelling might depend more on working memory 
(e.g., Perfetti, 2007). Vellutino et al.’s (2007) path analysis results showed that working memory 




before phonological awareness and letter knowledge. Malay children rely on phonological 
processing (Jalil & Rickard Liow, 2008; Rickard Liow, 1999; Rickard Liow & Lau, 2006; Rickard 
Liow & Poon, 1998) so verbal working memory components were entered before visual working 
memory components in all the hierarchical regression models in this study. Letter knowledge was 
entered last because phonological awareness predicts literacy skills (Rayner et al., 2001). Table 7 
summarizes the hypotheses and the actual results.   
In the following regression analyses, differences in age, nonverbal IQ, receptive vocabulary 
size (and prior spelling score in the growth model) were always statistically controlled.  The 
sequence of steps was constant in all models that examined the relative importance of predictors. In 
step 1, age, nonverbal IQ, vocabulary (and prior spelling score in the growth model) were entered as 
the control model. In step 2, temporary memory possesses (TMP) were entered as model 2 (i.e., 
backward digit recall and spatial span of WM, and digit recall, and dot matrix of STM). In step 3 
and 4, phonological awareness (PA), and letter knowledge (LK) were entered as model 3 (i.e., 
phoneme deletion and syllable deletion) and model 4 (i.e., letter sound and letter name) 
respectively. (NB. when verbal and visual working memory components were also entered after 
phonological awareness and letter knowledge, the results were similar). 
For models that assessed the independent contribution of phoneme and syllable awareness, 
age, non-verbal IQ, and vocabulary size were always entered first as the control variables. Phoneme 
and syllable awareness scores were then entered in the second and third steps respectively, in both 
orders (i.e., syllable awareness scores was entered in the second step and phoneme awareness scores 
entered in the third step).      
6.3.1. Time 1 Achievement Model 
6.3.1.1. Composite Spelling. Verbal and visual STM, syllable and phoneme awareness, letter 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   


























   














































































































































































































































































































































































































explained variance was 63%; there was a significant change in R2 for each model except for TMP in 
model 2. The Control model explained 24.5% of the variance, [F (3, 57) =6.159, p = .001]; PA in 
model 3 explained additional 29.1% of unique variance, [F (2, 51) = 19.135, p < .001]; LK in model 4 
explained an additional 8.5% of unique variance, [F (2, 49) = 6.920, p = .002]. Only phoneme 
awareness (p < .001) and letter sound knowledge (p = .001) were significant in accounting for the 
independent contribution in the final model. Verbal and visual STM, syllable awareness, and letter 
name knowledge failed to predict composite spelling. 
In assessing for the independent contribution of phonological grain size in Time 1, phoneme 
awareness was expected to be more important than syllable awareness.  It was found that phoneme 
awareness contributed independently (std β = .615, t =5.780, p <.001) but the reverse was not true; 
syllable awareness did not make independent contribution after phoneme awareness was controlled 
for. Hypothesis that phoneme awareness was more important before formal instruction was 
supported.  
6.3.1.2. Phonological spelling. Verbal STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, letter sound 
and letter name knowledge were expected to predict phonological spelling. As shown in Table 8, 
the total explained variance was 33.2%; there was a significant change in R2 for control in model 1 
and PA in model 3. These two models explained unique variance of 23.5%, [F (3, 57) = 5.838,  
p = .002] and 20.2%, [F (2, 51) = 9.435, p < .001], respectively. Only nonverbal IQ (p = .013) and 
phoneme awareness (p < .001) were significant in accounting for the independent contribution in 
the final model. Except for phoneme awareness, verbal STM, syllable awareness, letter sound and 
letter name knowledge did not predict phonological spelling.  
6.3.1.3. Orthographic spelling. Visual STM and letter name knowledge were expected to 
predict orthographic spelling. As shown in Table 8, the total explained variance was 34.4 %; there 
was a significant change in R2 for control in model 1 and PA in model 3. These two models 




p < .001], respectively. Only nonverbal IQ (p = .006) and phoneme awareness (p < .001) were 
significant in accounting for the independent contribution in the final model. Phoneme awareness 
was not expected to be significant before formal instruction.  
In sum, the significant predictors for spelling achievement before the impact of formal 
instruction were nonverbal IQ and phoneme awareness for all three spellings; and only letter sound 
knowledge for composite spelling. No STM components were found to be significant in any of 
composite, phonological and orthographic spellings.  
6.3.2. Time 2 Achievement Model 
6.3.2.1. Composite spelling. Verbal and visual WM and STM, phoneme and syllable 
awareness, and letter sound knowledge were expected to predict composite spelling. As shown in 
Table 9, the total explained variance was 54.2%, there was a significant change in R2 for PA in 
model 3 and LK in model 4; the additional variance explained by these factors was 29%  
[F (2, 51) = 15.193, p < .001], and 11.2% [F (2, 49) = 7.472, p = .002] respectively. Phoneme awareness  
(p < .001), syllable awareness (p = .039) and letter sound knowledge (p = .004) were significant in 
accounting for the independent contribution in the final model. Verbal and visual WM and STM did 
not predict composite spelling. 
 In assessing for the independent contribution of phonological grain size in Time 2, although 
both phoneme and syllable awareness were expected to be significant, it was not certain which grain 
size would be more important due to the shift in teaching emphasis.  The results showed that 
syllable awareness made independent contribution after controlling for phoneme awareness  
(std β = .278, t = 2.584, p = .012), and the reverse was also true; phoneme awareness made 
independent contribution after controlling for syllable awareness (std β = .509, t = 4.542,  
p < .001). Phoneme awareness was still more important in composite spelling during the transition 







































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   





























































































































































































































































































































































































































6.3.2.2. Phonological spelling. Verbal WM and STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and 
letter sound knowledge were expected to predict phonological spelling. As shown in Table 9, the 
total explained variance was 48.4%, there was a significant change in R2  for PA in model 3 and a 
marginal significant change in R2 for LK in model 4; the additional explained variance were 35.5% 
[F (2, 51) = 19.175, p < .001], and 5.1% [F (2, 49) = 2.850, marginal p = .062] respectively. Only 
phoneme awareness (p < .001) was significant in accounting for the independent contribution in the 
final model. Verbal WM and STM, syllable awareness and letter sound knowledge did not predict 
phonological spelling as hypothesized.  
6.3.2.3. Orthographic spelling. Visual WM and STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and 
letter sound knowledge were expected to predict orthographic spelling. As shown in Table 9, the 
total explained variance was 46 %, there was a significant change in R2 for PA in model 3 and LK 
in model 4; the additional explained variance were 28.4% [F (2, 51) = 13.703, p <.001] and 8.8%  
[F (2, 49) = 4.869, p = .012] respectively. Phoneme awareness (p < .001) and letter sound knowledge 
(p = .029) were significant in accounting for the independent contribution in the final model. 
Although phoneme awareness and letter sound knowledge were consistent with the prediction, 
visual WM and STM, and syllable awareness were not. 
6.3.2.4. Paired t-Test of Phonological and Orthographic Spellings. Phonological spelling was 
expected to be better at Time 1 and orthographic spelling was expected to be better at Time 2. 
However, as shown in Table 3, mean scores of phonological spelling and orthographic spelling 
were similar in Time 1 and only differed in Time 2. A paired t-test was conducted to examine 
whether Time 2 difference was significant.  
Paired t-test result of Time 2 showed that orthographic spelling was significantly better than 
phonological spelling, [t (60) = 8.614, p < .001]. Such results were consistent with visual strategy 
adopted by young children (Gouth, 1993). In other words, children in this study produced 





Taken together, there were indeed some qualitative changes between Time 1 and Time 2 but 
mainly to the composite spelling. Phoneme awareness was significant at Time 1 and Time 2, 
children in this present study received phonic training before learning to pair syllabic unit and the 
significant result of syllable awareness at only Time 2 was consistent with the teaching shift from 
smaller to bigger grain size. Further support came from the results assessing their independent 
contribution; only phoneme awareness contributed independently at Time 1 and Time 2 while 
syllable awareness contributed independently only at Time 2.   
6.3.3. Time 1 to Time 2 Growth Model (autoregressive effect controlled for) 
Hypotheses for growth model were similar with hypotheses for Time 1 achievement model 
only with some changes because the same cognitive-linguistic ability measured in Time 1 was used 
to predict Time 2 spelling performance. In this final model, all prior spellings were entered in step 1 
(together with age, nonverbal IQ and vocabulary size in the control model 1). The significance of 
age with negative beta in the following models suggested that the older the children, the less 
improvement in spelling growth.       
6.3.3.1. Composite spelling. Verbal WM and STM, visual STM, phoneme and syllable 
awareness, and letter sound knowledge were expected to be significant. As shown in Table 10, the 
total explained variance was 58.6%; there was a significant change in R2 for all models except for 
PA in model 3. The control in model 1 explained 46% of unique variance, [F (4, 56) = 11.913,  
p < .001], TMP in model 2 explained an additional 10.3% of unique variance, [F (4, 52) = 3.070,  
p = .024], and LK in model 4 explained another 6.8% of unique variance, [F (2, 48) = 4.925,  
p = .011]. Age (β = -.195; p = .040), previous composite spelling (p = .003), syllable awareness 
(marginal p = .055), and letter sound knowledge (p = .003) were significant in accounting for the 
independent contribution in the final model. Only syllable awareness and letter sound knowledge 
were consistent with the prediction, verbal and visual STM and phoneme awareness were not. 
Syllable awareness was expected to be more important in independent contribution to composite 











































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   
   
   



























   



























































































































































































































































































































































































































controlling for phoneme awareness (std β = .331, t = 3.558, p = .001), and the reverse was not true, 
that is, phoneme awareness failed to account for independent contribution. Although phoneme 
awareness was not expected to be non-significant, the results supported Leppanen et al.’s (2006) 
argument that the effect of phoneme awareness faded rapidly in shallow orthography; and Aidinis 
and Nunes’ (2001) argument that syllable awareness was more important than phoneme awareness. 
As mentioned earlier, the significant correlation results (see Table 4 and 5) between working 
memory (verbal/visual WM and STM) and phonological awareness (phoneme and syllable) 
warrants further analysis on the possibility that working memory may predict phonological growth, 
but no significant result was found to support this relationship, that is, Time 1 verbal/visual WM 
and verbal /visual STM did not predict phoneme and syllable awareness growth measured at Time 
2.     
6.3.3.2. Phonological spelling. Verbal WM and STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and 
letter sound knowledge were expected to be significant. As shown in Table 10, the total explained 
variance was 52.6%; there was a significant change in R2 for all models. The control in model 1 
explained 30.1% of unique variance, [F (4, 56) = 6.023, p < .001]. TMP in model 3 explained 10.5% 
of unique variance, [F (4, 52) = 2.303, marginal p = .071]. PA in model 3 explained an additional 
7.4% of unique variance, [F (2, 50) = 3.534, p = .037]. LK in model 4 explained another 14.1% of 
unique variance, [F (2, 48) = 8.914, p = .001]. Age (β = -.196; marginal p = .052), prior phonological 
spelling (p = .035), syllable awareness (marginal p = .073), and letter sound knowledge (p < .001) 
were significant in accounting for the independent contribution in the final model. Except for 
syllable awareness and letter sound knowledge, verbal WM and STM and phoneme awareness were 
not consistent with the prediction. 
6.3.3.3. Orthographic spelling. Visual WM and STM were expected to be significant. As 
shown in Table 10, the total explained variance was 52.9%; there was a significant change in R2 for 
all models except for PA in model 3. The control in model 1 explained 27.1% of unique variance, 




[F (4, 52) = 2.648, p = .044] and LK in model 4 explained another 17.9% of unique variance, [F (2, 48) 
= 11.383, p < .001]. Age (β = -.231; p = .022), and letter sound knowledge (p < .001) were 
significant in accounting for the independent contribution in the final model. Visual WM and STM 
were not consistent with the prediction.  
In summary, with autoregressive controlled for, the significant predictors for composite and 
phonological spelling growth were syllable awareness and letter sound knowledge. Orthographic 
spelling growth was predicted by letter sound knowledge only. Similar to the findings in Leppanen 
et al.’s (2006) study, the present study found syllable awareness to be more important than phoneme 





















7. General Discussion 
Learning to read and write in English and other deep orthographies with complex syllable 
structures, is a time-consuming process (Perfetti, Rieben, & Fayol, 1997; Seymour 1997; Seymour 
et al., 2003).  Previous research on English-speaking children suggest that early literacy skill 
development involves different cognitive-linguistic components (Vellutino et al., 2004 & 2007), 
notably temporary memory processes (e.g., Alloway & Gathercole, 2006; Alloway et al., 2005; 
Alloway et al., 2004; Pickering, 2006a&b) , phonological awareness (Rayner et al., 2001), and letter 
knowledge (Caravolas et al., 2001; Mc-Bride-Chang, 1999; Treiman, 1993; Treiman et al., 2001) . 
The aim of this 6-month longitudinal study was to investigate which of these cognitive-linguistic 
processes would be important for young children when they first began to spell in Malay, a very 
shallow orthography with much simpler syllable structures than English. The children’s early 
spelling sophistication were measured in terms of composite, phonological and orthographic 
approximations to the target words before (Time 1) and after (Time 2) the influence of formal 
instruction in kindergarten. 
7.1 Summary of Results 
Using an adapted version of Vellutino et al.’s (2004) model for reading (see Figure 1), a 
model for spelling was developed. Verbal and visual STM (operationalised as digit span and dot 
matrix respectively), verbal and visual WM (operationalised as backward digit span and spatial span 
respectively), phonological awareness (syllable deletion and phoneme deletion), and letter 
knowledge (letter names and letter sounds) were chosen as the main independent variables, with 
spelling sophistication (i.e., composite, phonological and orthographic scores) as the dependent 
variables at Time 1 and 2, a series of regression analyses were conducted to examine the 
relationship between cognitive-linguistic components and spelling performance.  
The first objective was to investigate the relative importance of the concurrent predictors 
before the impact of formal instructions at Time 1.  For composite spelling, verbal and visual STM, 




significant.  The results showed that only phoneme awareness and letter sound knowledge predicted 
Time 1 composite spelling; syllable awareness did not contribute independently before the impact 
of formal instruction. For phonological spelling, verbal STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, 
letter sound and letter name knowledge were expected to be significant but only phoneme 
awareness was significant. For orthographic spelling, visual STM and letter name knowledge were 
expected to be significant; again phoneme awareness was significant at Time 1. 
The second objective was to examine spelling achievement measured after the impact of 
formal instructions at Time 2 with those measured at Time 1. For composite spelling, verbal and 
visual WM and STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge were expected 
to be significant after the impact of formal instruction. The results showed that phoneme and 
syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge were significant. Phoneme awareness was the more 
important phonological grain size during the shift in teaching method. For phonological spelling, 
verbal WM and STM, and phoneme and syllable awareness, as well as letter sound knowledge, 
were expected to be significant but the results showed that only phoneme awareness was 
significant.  For orthographic spelling, visual WM and STM, phoneme and syllable awareness, and 
letter sound knowledge were expected to be significant, but only phoneme awareness and letter 
sound knowledge were significant.  
Phonological and orthographic spelling achievement scores were compared to find out if 
children were using lexical or sublexical processes. Phonological spelling was expected to be better 
at Time 1 while orthographic spelling was expected to be better at Time 2. No significant difference 
was found for Time 1, however, at Time 2, orthographic spelling was significantly better than 
phonological spelling, indicating the reliance of lexical processes. Lexical processing will be 
discussed in later section. 
The third objective was to investigate spelling growth by comparing composite spelling 
scores obtained from Time1 and Time 2. Composite spelling was expected to depend on verbal 




Syllable awareness was expected to be the more important phonological grain size. The results 
showed that only syllable awareness and letter sound knowledge predicted composite spelling 
growth. The importance of syllable awareness in Malay is consistent with its role for other shallow 
orthographies such as Greek (Aidinis & Nunes, 2001), Finnish (Leppanan et al., 2006), and Spanish 
(Denton et al., 2000; Gonzalez & Garcia, 1995). For phonological spelling, verbal WM and STM, 
phoneme and syllable awareness, and letter sound knowledge were expected to be significant, but 
only syllable awareness and letter sound knowledge became significant. For orthographic spelling, 
visual WM and STM were expected to be significant but only letter sound knowledge became 
significant.  
The main results of this study suggested that there were differences in the  
cognitive –linguistic processes young children utilise for spelling deep and shallow orthographies.  
Moreover, the predictors for spelling growth over the 6-month period between Time 1 and Time 2 
suggest these are consistent with the nature of formal instruction.  In the following section, each of 
the main cognitive-linguistic processes will be discussed, paying particular attention to spelling 
growth measured by the more conventional composite score.  
7.2. Temporary Memory Processes 
Four temporary memory processes were investigated: Verbal and visual STM and WM. visual 
and verbal STM measures were used to gauge storage capacity, while visual and verbal WM 
measures were used to gauge storage and executive processing capacity (Baddeley, 2003 & 2007). 
However, none of these four memory components predicted spelling achievement or spelling 
growth. The lack of consistent correlations between working memory and spelling for Time 1 and 
Time 2 contrasted with those obtained for visual memory. It seemed that transparent PGCs and 
simple syllable structure placed less demands on phonological encoding.  However, it was unclear 
why visual WM, instead of visual STM, was significantly correlated with composite spelling 
because WM component was not supposed to be well-developed for children aged below 6 to 7 




Pickering (2000), the visual STM and central executive components of most children aged 6 to7 
years are more unitary although they have developed distinct components of verbal STM and 
central executive.  
The findings of this present study warrant further investigation in future work on early spelling 
of Malay and other shallow orthographies. Perhaps it is easier to differentiate the individual 
cognitive-linguistic components (such as visual STM and WM) as children grow older and/or begin 
receiving higher literacy instruction (Wagner, Torgesen, & Rashotte, 1994). According to Baddeley 
et al. (1998), visual and verbal STM spans of children younger than 7 years are limited because the 
subvocal rehearsal mechanism does not emerge in children before this age despite the presence of 
their phonological storage. Without the rehearsal mechanism to rehearse verbal stimuli or to recode 
visual stimuli (into verbal code), young children are obliged to rely on the sole support of the verbal 
and visual STM stores to recall information (Baddeley et al., 1998; see also Gathercole et al., 2004).  
Also, even though the relationship between working memory and phonological awareness 
was correlated, working memory did not predict phonological awareness growth, a result that is not 
consistent with Vellutino et al.’(2007) findings. For deep orthographies, Vellutino et al. (2007) 
showed a direct effect of working memory in the English spelling of older children (Grades 2 and 3 
children aged 8 to 9 years), while Caravolas et al.’s (2001) longitudinal study of children aged 5 
years on English spelling development found neither verbal nor visual STM to be the significant 
predictors. Ouellette and Senechal’s (2008) study of kindergarten children (mean aged 5 years 4 
months) also failed to find the significant role for verbal STM in English emergent spelling. For 
shallow orthographies, Leppanen et al.’s (2006) Finnish spelling also did not find the effect of 
visual STM. Similarly in the present study, verbal and visual WM and STM were not found 
significant. The failure of all four temporary memory processes to predict spelling could be due to 
the insensitive measure of tasks, or to the restricted range of scores, or to the fact that young 
children (aged 5 to 6 years) are not able to rely on storage reliably yet. The working memory span 




perhaps the use of different experimental tasks from different studies placed different demands on 
the children’s cognitive processing.  Alternatively, because Malay’s phoneme-grapheme conversion 
is consistent and syllable structure is simple, so verbal/sublexical rule-based processing perhaps 
impose less memory demand in learning to spell Malay and thereby allow more processing capacity 
to be devoted to visual/lexical memory-based processes. Although no visual components were 
found significant, this speculation nonetheless coincides with the results that orthographic spelling 
performance was better than phonological spelling performance, a point that will be further 
discussed in relation to Seymour’s Dual Foundation model later.  
7.3.   Phonological Awareness 
Rayner et al. (2001) highlighted the impact of formal instructions on the knowledge of 
alphabetic principle for English. It is unclear whether children are able to infer the correspondence 
between phoneme and grapheme without formal instruction. Goswami (2002b) argued that 
phoneme awareness is a consequence of literacy training instead of a precursor; and teaching 
method impact development of phonological awareness in the early phase of literacy acquisition 
(Duncan et al., 1997). Others (e.g., Thompson, Cottrell, & Fletcher-Flinn, 1996), however, argued 
that it is such skill without formal instruction that defined successful readers. In the present study, 
phoneme awareness predicted Malay spelling achievement before and after the impact of formal 
instruction so it is also unclear whether phoneme awareness is a precursor or a consequence of 
formal instruction. 
Children benefited from explicit phonic instruction in learning to map letter name to letter 
sound (Foorman & Torgesen, 2001; Share, 2004), this instruction facilitated the knowledge of 
phoneme-grapheme correspondence in spelling. Teaching method in Malay begins with phonic then 
shift to syllabic (Jalil & Rickard Liow, 2008). The present study reflected the teaching method in 
composite spelling, this spelling was predicted by phoneme awareness at Time 1 when teaching 
appears to emphasize on phonic. During the transitional period where method was shifting from 




awareness, according to order of importance. However, only syllable awareness predicted 
composite spelling growth when the teaching appears to emphasize syllabic. The Finnish and Greek 
teaching method are similar to the Malay, these methods also start with teaching letter name to 
letter sound correspondences before switching to combining CV/VC syllables (Leppanan et al., 
2006 in Finnish; Aidinis & Nunes, 2001 in Greek).  
Goswami and Bryant (1990) suggested the salience of phonological grain size shifts as 
proficiency progresses. The results from the present study supported such argument. According to 
Ziegler and Gowswami (2005), phonological structure of the to-be-learned language influences the 
grain size adopted in learning to read and spell. In English, phoneme awareness is found to be the 
best predictor for spelling although onset-rime is also found to be useful (Perry & Ziegler, 2004; 
Treiman, Kessler & Bick, 2002 on adult samples). Although children learning English rely heavily 
on phoneme awareness, it is less important for children learning Malay. In Malay, syllable 
awareness is likely to be the more important phonological grain size for spelling growth.  
Researcher (e.g., Denton et al., 2000; Leppanen et al., 2006) studying other shallow orthographies 
also stressed the importance of different levels of phonological awareness as children progress in 
literacy development. For example, Denton et al. (2000) suggested that phoneme awareness is more 
crucial in Spanish reading acquisition while it is syllable awareness that becomes more crucial in 
later reading success. Aidinis and Nunes’ (2001) study supported the idea that different levels of 
phonological awareness are used in reading Greek, and they advocated the importance of syllable 
awareness in spelling Greek. Some caution is needed when comparing Greek to Malay because 
phoneme-grapheme correspondence in Greek is not as transparent as Malay. However, as a 
preliminary study, it is premature to conclude that syllable awareness is more important than 
phoneme awareness in Malay although the results suggested that it is likely for older children, 
which is consistent with Rickard Liow and Lee’s (2004) findings.  
Nonetheless, there are three reasons that the present results could not be compared directly to 




and Lee (2004) did not measure phonological awareness and their children were older. Secondly, 
Winskel and Widjaja (2007) did not control for autoregressive effects in spelling in their study. And 
lastly, neither study used qualitative error scores.  
The inconsistency between Rickard Liow and Lee (2004), and Winskel and Widjaja (2007) 
could be attributed to the difference in age and proficiency. As shown in this study, phoneme grain 
size was important in earlier spelling while syllable grain size was important in later spelling. 
Children in Winskel and Widjaja (2007) and in Rickard Liow and lee (2004)were at least one year 
older than children in this present study, thus although the results from the present study supported 
both Winskel and Widjaja’s (2007) and Rickard Liow and Lee’s (2004), the issue of age and 
proficiency awaits future research.    
7.4. Letter Knowledge 
Letter sound knowledge consistently predicted composite spelling in both Time1 and Time 2 
achievement models, as well as in the growth model. The lack of the predictive power for letter 
names knowledge in the Time 1 and Time 2 achievement and growth models was likely and mainly 
due to the strong contribution of phonological awareness. However, this result was consistent with 
Jalil and Rickard Liow’s (2008) data on Malay spelling but contrasted with Leppanen et al.’s (2006) 
Finnish spelling, and English spelling results (Bowman & Treiman, 2002; Treiman et al.., 2001). 
There are few possible reasons for this. First, the sample size in the present study was small; letter 
name was entered as last step in the regression model after controlling for letter sound and 
phonological awareness where most variance was absorbed by phoneme awareness and letter 
sound. As shown in the correlation matrices (see Table 4 and 5), letter sound knowledge was highly 
correlated with composite spelling throughout achievement and growth models while letter name 
knowledge only weakly correlated with composite spelling at Time 1 achievement model . Also, 
letter name knowledge significantly correlated with Time 1 verbal and visual WM, and syllable 
awareness, but none of these correlations predicted the composite spelling, so letter sound 




scale used by Bowman and Treiman (2002), Treiman et al. (2002), and the present study is another 
factor.  The other authors examined how letter name and letter sound at the beginning or at the final 
of word position differ in the process of learning to spelling consonants. Their target response did 
not involve vowel input (e.g., TM for team), whereas in the composite spelling score coding of the 
present study, minimal points were given to error response in the absence of vowel (see Table 2), 
and in phonological and orthographic spelling score coding, no point was given to illegitimate 
responses (i.e., errors without CV structure). Third, the children who participated in this study were 
Malay-English bilinguals, these two languages use the same letter names even though the sounds 
are sometimes different (e.g., compare <c> in English is /k/ and in Malay is /tʃ/).   
 The predictive power of letter sound knowledge seems to be universal in alphabetic 
orthographies and the present results are consistent with Caravolas et al.’s (2001) findings that letter 
sound knowledge is a strong predictor whereas letter name effect awaits future research.  
7.5. Seymour’s Dual Foundation Model. 
 Seymour (1997) distinguishes between a lexical foundation which is memory-based and 
involves visual-logographic processing, and a sublexical foundation which is rule-based and 
involves phonological processing of phonemes, onset-rimes, and/or syllables. Both components are 
necessary for normal spelling development in English and they are seen as working together to 
build an optimal orthographic framework. In this present study, Malay oorthographic spelling was 
better than phonological spelling and all three types of spellings (composite, phonological, and 
orthographic) improved significantly after 6 months of formal instruction. Orthographic spelling 
(indexes logographic/lexical processing) and phonological spelling (indexes alphabetic/sublexical 
processing) developed in parallel as a function of formal instruction is consistent with Seymour 
(1997)’s Dual Foundation model. Phonological spelling and orthographic spelling were similar at 
Time 1. However, at Time 2, Orthographic spelling was significantly better than phonological 
spelling. Wimmer and Hummer (1990) argued that alphabetic skills may develop earlier in shallow 




thus counter intuitive. One explanation is that these children were already good at phonological 
processing, but only those who were also good at orthography would be differentiated. Therefore 
despite good phonological awareness, orthographic knowledge is important in Malay emergent 
spelling. This lexical spelling was more dominant may be due to the influence of look-say 
instruction (Rickard Liow, 1999), which was bootstrapped by the higher visual processing capacity 
as a result of low verbal processing demand because of the transparent nature of phoneme-
grapheme conversion and simple syllabic structure.  
7.6. Limitations and Future Directions  
 Although orthography and phonology represent two distinct features, it is difficult to 
delineate them completely despite the separate coding systems. However, to examine the different 
cognitive-linguistic components in relation to the lexical and sublexical processing, this study 
attempted to analyse phonological and orthographic spelling errors separately.  Some letter shapes 
are more similar with each others (e.g., b, d, p, q) so when these letters are paired with a same 
vowel (e.g., ba and pa) they are orthographically and phonologically similar. In this regard, same 
score were given in both phonological and orthographic coding system. Fortunately, not many 
letters produced similar phonological and orthographic similarity in the spelling items. Also, this 
study only examined the general letter knowledge and did not explore the specific aspect of letter 
names and sounds knowledge with their correspondence phonemes as Bowman and Treiman 
(2002), and Treiman et al. (2002) did in their studies.  
There are a few suggestions that future study may consider. In terms of the lexical and 
sublexical processing modules, both real words and nonwords should be included to differentiate 
the processing modules more systematically. Also, reading ability should be measured to test the 
decoding skill and to compare it with the encoding skill in spelling; this would allow a more direct 
assessment of the underlying cognitive processing that was assumed similar in the present study. 
Orthographic awareness should also be included to examine its relationship to orthographic spelling 




memory components in predicting spelling but only bisyllabic words were used in the present 
spelling test, multisyllabic words might measure memory storage capacity better than bisyllabic 
words. 
In terms of phonological awareness assessment, successful phonological awareness dependent 
on psychoacoustic encoding of speech stimuli, therefore linguistic property such as letters sound 
and speech perception should be considered (Chiappe, Siegel, & Wade-Woolley, 2002). In 
designing the measurement method, both analysis (e.g., identification and segmentation) and 
synthesis (e.g., addition and deletion) skills in all linguistic levels (i.e., syllable, onset-rime and 
phoneme) should be included to assess the relationship of phonological grain size and spelling more 
systematically. Also, manipulation of phonemes is affected by their linguistic property and depends 
on the phonological representation (Durgunoglu & Oney, 1999). To exemplify, liquid /l/ and /r/ are 
easier to segment than nasal /m/ and /n/, so task design should take this aspect into consideration. In 
terms of letter knowledge assessment, letters selection should take into account of the visual and 
phonetic aspects. If the focus of a future study is to test emergent letter knowledge, distinct visual 
and phonetic letters should be selected to avoid confusion.  
Lastly, phonological awareness is suggested to include speech perception component, IQ, and 
verbal short-term memory (McBride-Chang, 1995). These three components contribute individual 
variance to phonological awareness. The present study controlled for nonverbal IQ and verbal short-
term memory but not speech perception, future studies should include speech perception 
measurement; especially in relation to whether Malay-speaking children perceive speech in 
phonemic or syllabic unit. Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder and Segui, (1981), Dumey, 
Frauenfelder and Content (2002) found syllabic effect in French adults and their results suggested 
language-specific processing. In French, syllabic boundary is more explicit whereas in English it is 
more ambiguous. Because Malay also has explicit syllabic boundary so it is likely to find syllabic 
effect. Using phoneme monitoring method (e.g., Mehler et al., 1981; Dumey et al., 2002), Malay 




there is a syllabic effect, their reaction time should be faster when the targets matched the first 
syllable than those did not . In Mehler et al.’s study for example, reaction time was faster for “pa” in 
“parade” or “ver” in “verbal”, but was slower for “par” in “parade” or “ve” in “verbal”.  
To conclude, the present study examined the changing relationship between phonological 
grain size and teaching method, as well as phonological and orthographical processing in emergent 
Malay spelling development.  This study produced results that phoneme grain size seems more 
important for spelling achievement while syllable grain size seems more important for spelling 
growth in Malay; and lexical/orthographic processing was better than sublexical/phonological 
processing. Adoption of coarser phonological grain size and lexical/orthographic processing were 
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Language Background Questionnaire – Kindergarteners 
 
We would appreciate it if you could fill in the blanks or tick the appropriate answer. Thank you! 
Contact details 
Address               Tel     
 
Your child’s details  
Name        Today’s date    
Date of birth       Gender     r Male  r Female 
Number of years in formal schooling     years 
Has your child lived in another country for some time? If yes, how long was that for? ___years ____months 
Parents’ details 
Mother’s name _________________________________                                              
Highest level of education r PSLE r O levels r A levels r Poly diploma  r University  
Other qualifications        
If not Singaporean, what’s your nationality?  .   
How long have you lived in Singapore?   years. 
Are you a full time mother?  r Yes  r No 
Father’s name          
Highest level of education r PSLE r O levels r A levels r Poly diploma  r University 
Other qualifications        
If not Singaporean, what’s your nationality?  .  











Your language use  
Please tick the language(s) that you and your husband/wife use with your child, and write down how much of 
the time you and your husband/wife use this language (e.g., 90% English, 10% Teochew). 
Mother’s language with child Father’s language with child Parents’ language with 
each other 
      
% r English % r English % r English 
      
% r Mandarin % r Mandarin % r Mandarin 
      
% rDialect   % r Dialect  % r Dialect  
      
% r Malay % r Malay % r Malay 
      
% r Tamil % r Tamil % r Tamil 
      
% r Others  % r Others  % r Others  
Other caregivers’ language with your child 
 
Do you have a maid?  r Yes  r No 
Who looks after your child most of the time?  
r Mother r Father r Maid r Mother’s parents r Father’s parents  r Others (specify) _____   
 
Please tick the language(s) that other main caregivers (e.g., maid or mother’s/father’s parents) use with your 
child, and write down how much of the time they use this language with your child (e.g., 60% Teochew, 40% 
English). 
Other caregivers’ language   
      
% r English % r Malay % r Other 
      
% r Mandarin % r Tamil % r Other 
 
Your child’s language proficiency 
 
• Please rank the languages that your child speaks according to how well he/she speaks that language. 
For rank 1, write the language he/she speaks best; for rank 2, write the next language he speaks best.  
• Then write down the age at which he/she was first exposed to this language. 
• Finally, please circle a number to rate how good your child’s understanding for this language is, and 
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Speaking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
   








6 7   
 
Speaking 1 2 3 4 
 
5 6 7   
   








4 5 6 7   
 
Speaking 1    2 
 
 
3 4 5 6 7   
   
 







     




Understanding 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
 
Speaking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
   




Understanding 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
 
Speaking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
   




Understanding 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
 
Speaking 1 2 3 4 5 6 7   









Are there any other languages that your child understands but does not speak? Please indicate the languages 
below if any. Finally, please circle a number to rate how good your child’s understanding for this language is. 
Rank Language  
Age of 
first 
exposure     
     Not good Average Very good 
a 
   Understanding 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  
              
      Not good Average Very good 
b    Understanding 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  




Appendix 2. Items used for Phonological Awareness Tasks     
            
Syllable Deletion Phoneme Deletion  
Two Syllables Three Syllables       
              
Practice 1: bagus Practice 1: pawagam   Practise 1: das  
Practice 2: hidup Practice 2: negara   Practise 2: cak   
         Practise 3 : weh   
              
1 cawan 1 cahaya   1 dam    
2 merah   2 binatang   2 hak    
3 sikat   3 gembira   3 gong    
4 kolam   4 maklumat   4 zan    
5 tulang   5 kedekut    5 hal    
6 jari   6 syarikat    6 yop    
7 panas   7 harimau    7 lap    
8 nenek   8 jentera    8 khas    
9 segi   9 saudara    9 cis    
10 surat   10 cuaca    10 bah    
    11 kecewa         
    12 sekolah         
    13 istana         
    14 mahkota         
    15 daerah         
                       




Appendix 3. Items used for Letter Knowledge and Spelling Tests    
      
Letter Knowledge Test: S, R, K, L, N, G    
      
Spelling Test      
 No Item Context Sentence    
        
1 belok Belok kanan di hadapan    
2 bisik Cuba bisik ke telinga saya    
3 keruh Air sungai itu keruh    
4 rumah Rumah itu sangat besar    
5 jauh Tempat kerja ayah sangat jauh    
6 petir Awas! Hari ini ada petir    
7 sayur Sayur di pasar sangat segar    
8 cair Teh itu terlalu cair    
9 luar Cuaca di luar sangat panas    
10 belot Jangan belot pada Negara    
11 cakap Adik suka cakap dengan pantas    
12 hidup Dia hidup seorang diri    
13 mirip Wajah saya mirip ibu    
14 sayap Sayap burung itu patah    
15 tiap Tiap hari ibu hantar saya ke sekolah    
16 tiup Adik suka tiup buih    
17 lukis Adik suka lukis binatang    
18 main Saya suka main bola    
19 mulia Sungguh mulia hati orang yang beri sedekah    
20 puisi Kakak membaca puisi yang dia tulis    
21 ujian Ujian akhir tahun bakal tiba    
22 dewan Ramai orang di dalam dewan    
23 hukum Ibu hukum saya kerana nakal    
24 manis Limau ini sangat manis    
25 dapur Ibu sendang masak di dapur    
26 bela Abang saya seorang peguam bela    
27 desa Udara di desa sangat nyaman    
28 dewa  Cerita ini tentang seorang dewa    
29 jika Jika sejuk, pakai selimut    
30 raya Saya suka bila hari raya tiba    
31 rusa Rusa adalah seekor binatang liar    
32 saji Saya tolong ibu saji makanan    
33 urat Setiap orang ada urat saraf    
34 ucap Kami ucap terima kasih kepada guru    
35 ular Ular sangat bahaya    
36 arah Saya berjalan ke arah pintu    
37 agar Rajin belajar agar Berjaya    




39 naik Ayah naik lori untuk ke lading    
40 periuk Ibu masak nasi di periuk    
41 kasar Kulit binatang itu sangat kasar    
42 tanah Buah durian itu jatuh ke tanah    
43 buih Adik suka main dengan buih    
44 kapur Guru tulis dengan kapur putih    
45 telur Telur ayam sedap dimakan    
46 deret Saya berdiri di deret paling belakang    
47 jimat Siti sangat jimat dengan duitnya    
48 siput Nenek jalan perlahan seperti siput    
49 buat Amir suka buat orang ketawa    
50 duit Ayah beri saya duit untuk ke kedai    
51 kurap Kucing itu ada banyak kurap    
52 bebas Burung itu terbang bebas    
53 kebun Banyak tanaman di kebun itu    
54 pukul Ahmad pukul gendang dengan kuat    
55 kaum Kaum keluarga saya sangat mesra    
56 biar Biar saya pulang ke rumah sendiri    
57 siapa Siapa orang itu?    
58 tiang Tiang lampu itu sudah bengkok    
59 hasil Hasil jualan hari ini lumayan    
60 judul Judul buku itu sungguh aneh    
61 lurus Jalan raya itu sangat lurus    
62 laris Jualan ibu laris pada hari ini    
63 tebar Ayah sedang tebar biji ke tanah    
64 baca Karim tidak suka baca buku    
65 biji Buah tembikai banyak biji    
66 buta Perempuan tua itu sudah buta    
67 guna Mesin jahit lama itu sudah tiada guna    
68 luka Setelah jatuh kaki saya luka    
69 mana Mana cermin mata saya?    
70 peka Ayah peka terhadap berita semasa    
71 teko Ayah tuang kopi ke dalam teko    
72 ikan Saya suka makan ikan    
73 akar Akar pokok itu reput    
74 ajar Guru itu ajar matematik    
       
 
 
 
